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Attorney at Law,
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J. M. STUART & CO.,
C!\IL LN0INEEK5 AND SURVEYORS.
Ill^h Street, South Parle, Maine.
Plan· nade to order.
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·-tliuberlande antt pocket map· of
tot sale.
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Leavitt Co.,

Wm. C.
ι.

Main St.,

Norway,

Ranges.

and

All Κ mis of

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,

Pipe Repairing,

Lead

and Iron.

Ttiiphom 134-11.

NASH,

J. WALOO

Lcensed Taxidermist,
BLOCK,

MASONIC

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.
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Mountain Tea

Nijggets

E-iy M*dlda· for ficiy Ptopl·.
Br ;» Gol-Us Hiiïth tad
Vigor.
ν
·ιί!·.· for Constipation. Iri'llgetttion. Lire
:··

Trouble·;. Plinpten. Ec/ema. Impure
lu I Br»ath. Slutrc'sh Bourl», HtMiilach··
kache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab·
f γ'π. S3 cents a box.
Genuine made bv
*γκι» Dhio Cuutast, Madliun, Wie.
■■,·

60L0EN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

Positive

A

CURE

Ely's Cream Balm
it

quicklt absorbed.

Gi.tt Rtiiei at One·.

It cleanses, soothee
heai* an< I protect»
the distii.-»e<Î membre:
It uive Ca.
t^rrh uiul drives
awny n Cold ia the
Head quickly. Restores tue Senses of
Tw»·
J Suu-11. Fulleize50ct9.,at Dru<giv-t r '>v mail; Trial Size 10eta.by mail
Ely Brothers, âiî Wurrwa Street, New York·

A new Lot
of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and nee this line. Job

bing promptly
charge

attended

No

to.

for team.

L. M. Longley,

Norway,

Maine.

:<<-:-ooockxxk>C8X>ockk>o<x^

Eyes Tested Free

Specs
Glasses

All Prices

as

us.

RICHARDS,
South Paris.

the

right good
right size.

Berkshire Boar,

JACKSON,

just

South Paris, Me.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.

more

or

less

of
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot 2 in the seventh range
lot 2 In the
lots in said township and the northwest quarter of
a survey
to
according
said
lots
in
of
township,
eighth range
in 1905.
and plan of said township made by E. McC. Macy,
Twaddle
Said described land Is reputed to be owned by J. A.
less
or
more
acres,
and contains two hundred eighty-one
the ninth range of
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being lot 3 In
or said
lots in said township, according to a survey and plan
is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy. In 1905. Said lot
twentytwo
hundred
contains
and
Mason
one
to be owned by

two acres, more or less
half of lot 9 In
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being the north
according to a
the thirteenth range of lots in said township,
made by E. McC. Macy,
survey and plan of said township
owned
be
to
by T. E.
is
land
Said described
in 1905.
or less
Estes and contains one hundred nineteen acres, more
of lot 9 In
half
south
the
of,
being
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part
to a
the thirteenth range of lots in said township, according
in
E. McC.
survey and plan of said township made by
Hastowned,
be
to
by
Said described land is
1905.
one hundred fourteen acres, more
and
contains
Brothers
ings
or less
In the fifteenth range
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of. belnr lot 1
and plan of
of lots in said township, according to a survey
1905. Said lot is rein
McC.
E.
Macy.
made
said township
hundred
one
contains
and
puted to be owned by one Chapman
fortv-five acres, more or less
of lot 2 In the
half
east
the
of.
being
T. A. NO 1. (Riley), part
to a surfifteenth range of lots in said township, according
made by Ε McC. Macy, In
vey and plan of said
more or
acres,
land contains fifty-five

46

20

96

1 42

1905.

less

Said described

83

1 92

1 90
95
95
95
96
95
95

95
47
95

95
95

34
86
79

acres,

more

more or

T.

less

more

or

less

to the town of
thence northerly 25 rod to the road leading
along said road to the south Une
Upton: thence northwesterly
the south line
of C Surplus, so called; thence westerly along
according to a
of said C Surplus to the point of beginning,
McC.
Macy. in
E.
made
by
survey and plan of said surplus
owned by Ε. I.
1905. Said described land Is reputed to be
more or
acres,
seventy-four
Brown and contains one hundred
less
being lot 24 In said surANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, of
said surplus made by
survey and plan
plus, according to a1905.
to be owned by
lot
is
reputed
Said
in
E. McC. Macy.
more
A. Marston and contains one hundred fifteen acres,

78

11

27

15

part of, being lots 48. 44, 45 and
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
to a survey and plan of Mid
46 in said surplus, according
In 1105. Said lot· are remade by à MoC. Macy.
surplus

SIllU

MIWIlHUip

ΙΓ>

icpuicu

uv

«

less
R. 4. W. Β. K.

or

P., (Lynchtown), being the entire
T. NO. 5,
Lot and the State Lot,
ship with the exception of the Public 2 of the lots set off by
so called, said State Lot being number
by the SuCommissioners
appointed
John M. Wilson, et als.
In 1849. Said townpreme Judicial Court for Oxford County,
owned by the
to
be
is
noted,
reputed
the
with
exceptions
ship,
one hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-three thousand
dred fifty-six acres, more or less
the
State
T. NO. 5, R. 4. W. Β. K. P.. (Lynchtown*. part of, being
lot number 2
Lot. so called, In common and undivided, being
Commissioners
et
als.
M.
Wilson,
of the lots set off by John
Judicial Court for Oxford County.
appointed by the Supreme
said lot recorded in
in 1849, according to a survey and plan of
Said lot Is reputed to
the Oxford County Registry of Deeds.
twenty
owned by Coe & Plngree and contains three hundred

21

11 63

T.

9 16

T.
3 00

T.

twentyBerl'n Mills Co., and 'Ontaln·, ^xclualv· t Public Lot,
acres, more or less....
one thousand five hundred ninety-nine
17. 18. 26. 27
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of. being lots 5. 6, of
said grant.
and 28, In what is known as the First Division
Lucinda E. Hean
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Mrs.
less
or
more
acres,
hundred
and contains seven
First Division of
BATCHELDER'8 GRANT, part of, being the
5. 6, 17, 18.
Batchelder's Grant, with the exception of lots
Said
Mrs. L. E. Bean.
owned
to
be
by
said
and
27
28,
26,
and conBrothers
owned
Hastings
by
land ie reputed to be
three hundred
tains. with the exception noted, two thousand
seventy-six acres, more or less
certain lots In what Is
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being
as follows: Lots
known as the Second Division of said grant,
fractional lots 1 to 5,
the
first
the
range;
in
inclusive,
to
1
5,
1 to 5, inclulots
inclusive, lying northerly of said first range;
in the third
sive in the second range; lots 1 to 5, inclusive,
lots 1 to 5,
fourth
range;
the
In
range; lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
1 4λ c
ΙηηΙιιβΙνΛ In * Ha fllxth

2 18

1 72

92

88

3

34

1 95

94

54

48 39

127

346

141

38

73

382 70

599 66

322 08

288 92

8 96

290 53

238 97

3 30

179 23
206 40

222 90

6 02

20 43

*3

6

87

2

45

36

89

^

^

e-.J.

sevemwiuii luugc,

uiw

ν«·ν

87 78

»»

10,
Second Division, and not Included In any range; lots
more
21 and 22. Said lots contain five hundred ninety acres,
6 07
or less
Total acreage of Batchelder's Grant, 13,872.
PASCAL P. GILMORE, State Treasurer.
said

The Aye-aye.
strange animal, related to
lemurs ami | >'<·ιι I In r to Madng-iscnr.
I? tin.* nys-aye. It feeds on wood boring grabs thai tunnel into the bark of
trees. The lienst n.i.* away tlit> outer
bark with Its c!ii el-like teeth. nnd ne
to the enil «if Its hole
the wonn ret run
poke-; after It with h finger. This linger h a tvniu; liable organ. evidently
t>rovlded by nature f«ir this purpose,
'•eln : abnormally long und anned with
a
hook shaped claw for dragging out
the grub.
A

1

inclusive,

,01

160

68

in

In the thirteenth range;
the twelfth range; lots 1, 2, 4 and'δ
lots 1
lots 1 to 5, inclusive. In the fourteenth range;
lots 1 to 6, Incluto 5, inclusive, in the fifteenth range;
the sevin
5
and
4
3.
lots
2,
sixteenth
range;
the
sive. in
range;
enteenth range; lots 1 to 5, inclusive, in the eighteenth
of said Second
also the following lots in the south part
south
lots
5,
gore
Division, and not included in any range;
8· 9· 19· 2T). 23. 24, 25. 26. 27. 29. 30, 33 and
Hastthe
owned
to
be
by
are
reputed
34. Said described lots
two hundred six
ings Brothers and contain ten thousand
"Tes. more or less
Q,

vert

Biblical Reparte·.
Justice .leremiah Kliu-k of Pennsylvania. in reviewing a case that cuuie
Ills old friend
up from tlu« court of
Judge Moses Hauipton. remarked.
"Surely Moses must bave been wandering In tbe wilderness when he
made his decision." and sent the case

back to (he lower court. Judge Hampton cn Its recond trial remarked that
although he would have to submit to
higher authority, ho still thought be
wus right in spite of the "lamentations

of Jeremiah."

Changed Opinion·.

Warned.
Minister's Wife (to her husband)—
Will you help me to put the drawing
The
room carpet down today, dear?
Minister
room la beautifully clean.
(vexatlously)—Ah, well. I suppose I
will hare to. Wife—And don't forget.
John, dear, while you are dolug it that
you are a minister of the gospel.—I^ondon Tit-Bits.

You think it a want of Judgment that
Is it a proof
one change* his opinion.
that your scales are bad because they
vibrate with every additional weight
that I"* added to either side?—Maria

The other fellow's advice may be all

The London Ladle*' Field has die
covered that •'successful people are
usually quite devoid of bumor."

right, but you'd better use η little horee
■ease with it.—Springfield Republican.

EXISTING

BETTER

clergymen, physicians, carpenters, merchants, politicians, blacksmiths and
mechanics might "enliven" the grange,

of Woodlands.
WOODLOTS

THAN

WILL

CREATION

OF

(Written for New England Farmer by Alfred
Akerman, M. F„ p'ofeenor of forest engineering, University of Georgia, former etate forester of Massachusetts.)
A recent number of the New England
Parmer contained an interesting contribution on the subject of forestry. The
writer, Mr. Tibbetts, asks the question
whether it is nor expedient to put more
effort into the improvement of existing
woodlands than into the reforestation of
open lands, and he answers hie question
in the affirmative. 1 heartily concur
with him in this opinion.
It is a long and tedious process to
grow a timber crop from the seed. Even
in the case of a rapid-growing tree like
the white pine, it often takes half a century to get a crop. But, fortunately,
natural seeding and sprouting are rigorThere are very
ous in New England.
few farms that do not have a portion of
their area in woods. Indeed, a New
Eugland farm without a woodlot is a
The soil
rare exception to the rule.
naturally returns to trees if given a
chance. But the great trouble with
these woodlots is that they are not properly cared for. Fire is allowed to run
through them, and each time a fire runs
through a woodlot its productivity is reduced. And worthless or almost worth■Jees trees are allowed to injure or choke
out trees that are won h twice their
value. The result is that the average
woodlot is producing only a small part
of (be valuable timber that it is capable
of producing. Of course, any open land
that is lying idle and that for any reason
doe* not seed itself, should be planted
up; but the protection and oare of existing woodlands will yield better returns
than the creation of new ones and should
therefore receive more attention.
Let us glance for a moment at the
figures furnished by the United States
census for 1900 and see if they throw
4ny light on this question. We And that
ΤΘ per cent of the surface of Maine is
woodlands, 58 per cent of New Hampshire, 43 per cent of Vermont, 52 per
cent of Massachusetts, 30 per cent of
Connecticut, and 40 per cent of Rhode
(slaud. With such large areas already
occupied by woods, it is the plainest
sort of common sense to go to work to
improve them so as to increase the quality and quantity of output, rather than
to make a great fuss about increasing
the area. These lands are producing
too much brush and firewood and not
unougli saw timber.
When state forester of Massachusetts
I was so much impressed by these facts
that I wrote a bulletin on Thinning as a
means of improving existing woodlands.
The United States forest service has
published an excellent bulletin along
this line, called The Woodlot (No. 42).
l'i

Edge worth.

Stone steps may be kept free from
greenness by adding a small quantity
of chloride of lime to a pall of water.
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An unusual experiment was made at
farm with two email herds of
milk cows. One herd received a ration
of barley uats and oilmeal dried, while
the other herd was given a ration of
bran and gluten feed wet. The cows,
six in number, were fod for two periods
nf fourteen days each, and the ration
was changed at about the end of the
tiret period. On the ration fed wet the
cows gave a total daily yield of 114
pounds of milk, containing 3.88 per cent
of fat, and the ration fed dry a daily
yield of 110 1-2 pounds of milk, testing
3.1)0 per cent of fat, showing an increased daily yield of butter fat in favor of
«try feed.
It is unfortunate that this test was
not tnado with the same materials in
both cases. It is generally believed
among practical dairymen that gluten
meal or feed is a better milk producer
than oilmeal, although the composition
of the materials hardly explains the
reason; hence the difference in the
product may possibly be due to the
difference in material rather than to the
mere fact of wetting the feed.—Inland
Farmer.
a
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NEW ONES.

town-

be
acres, more or less
and undivided,
NO. 4. R. 5, W. Β. K. P., (Oxbow), In common
the American Realty
Said township Is reputed to be owned by
Lot. nineteen
Public
of
exclusive
contains,
Co., et als. and
less
thousand eight hundred forty-eight acres, more.or
common and unin
K.
(Bowmantown),
W.
Β.
P.,
R. 6.
NO.
Amerithe
owned
by
divided. Said township Is reputed to be
exclusive or Public Lot,
can Realty Co., et als. and contains,
less
or
twenty-four thousand acres, more
to a
NO. 5, R. 5, W. Β. K. P., (Parmachenee). according
Ballard, et
survey and plan of said township made by Ephralm
owned by the
be
to
Is
reputed
Said
township
al.. In 1794.

OF

YIELD

,.v«

Lot. twenty-five

more

3

less

contains,
Mills Co., et als, in common and undivided, and
acres,
exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two thousand eighty
less
or
more
In common and
T. NO. 4, R. 3, W. Β. K. P., (Lower Cupsuptlc),
township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of said
to
made by Noah Barker, In 1860. Said township is reputed
Public
of
exclusive
contains,
and
&
Coe
Plngree
be owned by
less
or
Lot, twenty-one thousand acres, more
entire townT. NO. 5, R. 3, W. Β. K. P., (Parkertown), being methe State Lot,
Lot and
ship, with the exception of the Public 3 of the lots set off by
number
Lot
State
being
so called, said
the SuJohn M. Wilson, et als, Commissioners appointed by
Court for Oxford County, In 1849. Said townpreme Judicial
be
owned
to
by the
Is
reputed
nip. with the exceptions noted.
hunBerlin Mflls Co.. and contains twenty-two thousand three
or
less
more
dred ninety-seven acres,
State
the
of,
being
part
Β.
K.
W.
P.,
(Parkertown),
T. NO. 5, R. 3,
lot number 3
Lot, so called, In common and undivided, beingCommissioners
of the lot set off by John M. Wilson, et als.
County,
Oxford
for
Court
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
said lot recorded
In 1849, according to the survey and plan of
Is
Said
lot
reputed
Deeds.
of
In the Oxford County Registry
three hundred
to be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains
less
or
more
acres,
twenty
In common and
T. NO. 4, R. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Upper Cupsuptlc),
undivided, according to a survey and plan of said township
to
made by Ephralm Ballard, et al. Said township is reputed
of Public
be owned by Coe & Pingree and contains, exclusive
acres,
thousand nine hundred eighty-seven

1<9 38

less

of. being an Irregular tract
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
bounded and
of land lying in the west part of said surplus,
at a point on the Andover
follow·:
as
Beginning
described
the point
from
and Upton road about 375 rods southeasterly
north line of said Andover
at which said road crosses the
thence
or
less;
more
35
rods,
North Surplus; thenoe northerly
thence southerly 96 rods,
easterly 225 rods, more or less;
side of said
east
the
180
rods
to
westerly
thence
more or less:
tbence northwesterly along said road
Andover and Upton road;
lot 7 In said surplus, accordto the point of beginning, being
and plan of said surplus made by E. McC.
ing to a survey
lot is reputed to be owned by Charles
Said
1905.
in
Macy
or
one hundred thirty-six acres, more
Chase and contains

CARE

a survey
No. 4. R. 2, W. Β. K. P., (Adamstown), according to the
Land
to
and plan of said township made and returned
et
Ballard,
al, in
Office of the State of Maine by Ephraim
1 Ï5M.

»

or

Improvemeat

acres, more or less

TOWNSHIP C, In common and undivided, according to aInsûrvey
1792.
and plan of said township made by John Peabody.
et als,
Said township Is reputçd to be owned by D. Plngree.
thousand
and contains, exclusive of Public Lot. twenty-six
•leht hundred flfty-one acres, more or less
to a survey
C SURPLUS. In common and undivided, according
Said
and plan of said township made by F. G. Qulncy, in 1894.
D. Plngree, et als, and
owned
be
to
by
reouted
is
surplus
hunthree
thousand
ten
contains, exclusive of Public Lot,
dred acres, more or less
common and
T. NO. 4. R. 1, W. Β. K. P.. (Richardsontown), in
said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of
Said
township Is reputed
made by J. W. Sewall. In 1886.
of
to be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains, exclusive
hundred
four
eighty acres,
thousand
Public Lot. twenty-three

THE ORANGE SHOULD COXFINE ITS MEM-

THE PLOW."

on practical agricultural topic»
Address all communications InThere is a growing sentiment among
tended'for this department to Hihby D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem Grangers, says the New York Farmer,
ocrat, Paris, Me.
that the grange should confine its membership to farmers. Of coarse lawyers,

3 27

less

ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the entire sur2 and 3
plus with the exception of the north part of lots 1.
In
and the northeast part of lot 4 In the first range of lots
to
a suraccording
said surplus, (known as the Stoddard lots),
E. McC. Macy, In
vey and plan of said surplus made by
19Ô5. Said described land, with the exception noted. Is reCo., and contains
puted to be owned by the Umbagog Papermore
or less
six thousand two hundred flfty-two acres,
of
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of. being tl»e north partfirst
4
In the
lot
of
lots 1, 2 and 3 and the northeast part
as the Stoddard Lots,
range of lots in said surplus, and known
E.
according to a survey and plan of said surplus made by be
Said described land is reputed to
McC. Macy. In 1905.
elxtv-four
owned by H. W. Dunn and contains one hundred

11

Organization.

la solicited.

northeast corner of the Public Lot; thence easterly along
the south line of land said to be owned by Ε. I. Brown
of
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly along the east line
and
said Brown's land 25 rods, more or less, to the Andover
line
Ui>ton road: thence northerly along said road to the south
line of said
or Ο Surplus; thence easterly along the south
exC Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning;
of 81 acres
a
lot
said
from
description
cepting. behowever,
owned by Charles and George Smith, on the east
said to
lot
side of the Moody brook ar.d lying Immediately north of
side of
84; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the east
said
the Andover and Upton road in the northwest part of
to
surplus, and said to be owned by Charles Chase, according in
a survey and plan of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
the
owned
be
to
by
Is
land
reputed
Said described
1905.
two hunUmhagog Paper Co., and contains twelve thousand
dred fourteen acres, more or less

95
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ftlus;

1 42

township

lots 40. 41, 42. 47.
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being
a survey and plan
4S. 49 and 50 in said surplus, according to
Said lots
of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
Co., and
are reputed to be owned by the International Paper
less
or
more
contain seven hundred flfty-eight acres,
and 32
23
lots
22.
of.
being
ANIKJVKR NORTH SURPLUS, part
and plan of said
In said surplus, according to a survey
are relots
Said
1905.
In
Macy,
surplus made by E. McC.
three hunto be owned by S. A. Abbott and contain

"

the Ellis river and the Andover and XTpton road 400 rods, more
or less; thence southeasterly 100 rods, more or less, to the
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan of said
Said described
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
land is reputed to be owned by H. W. Dunn and contains
two hundred flfty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land in
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the town of Byron; thence south
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, more or
less, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 45 in said surthence west along the north line of lots 45, 46, 47 and 48
η said surplus to the east line of lot 50; thence north along
the east line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50; thence west
along the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west line of lots 32
and 24 to the north line of the town of Andover; thence west
along the north line of the town of Andover to the southeast corner of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn; thence
northerly along the east line' of said Dunn, and along the east
line of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
east line of land said to be owned by Charles Chase 441 rods,
more or less, to the northeast corner of said Chase's land;
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
thence southerly along the west line of said Chase's land ana
along the west line of said Melcher's land, and along the
west line of said Dunn's land 448 rods, more or less, to the
north line of Andover West Surplus: thence west on the
north line of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods, more or
less, to the east line of the town of Grafton: thence northerly along the east line of the town of Grafton to the southwest corner of the Public Lot that lies in the west part of
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly along the south
line of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less, to the southeast corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to the

Macy.

reputed

or

AMONG THE FABMERS.

2 68

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
owned by H. W. Dunn; thence east along the north line of
said Dunn 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 85
rods, more or less; thence northerly 87 rods, more or less;
thence westerly 400 rods; thence southerly 87 rods, more
or less; thence southeasterly 85 rods, more or less, to the
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan of said
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1906. Snld Innd is reputed to be owned by R. L. Melcher and contains four hundred thirty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being a lot of land in
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as
follows: Beginning at a point on the south line of said surplus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest corner of said
surplus: thence easterly along the south line of said surplus
across the Andover and Upton road and west branch of the
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
rods, more or less: thence westerly across the west branch of

$11 36

reputed

or

Service fee$i.oo

A. K.

or

D.

For Secvice
A

less
of
T. A. NO. 1. <Riley). part of. being lot 4 in the fifth range
said
according to a survey and plan of said
township,
in
lots
is
lot
Said
reputed
township mad·· by E. McC. Macy. in 1905.
Alonzo Fifleld
to be owned, in common and undivided, by the
more
eHtate. et al. and contains two hundred eighteen acres,
acres,

acres,

Children'a Eyea.

Optician,

three acres, more

being an irregular lot of
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLU8. part of.of
and being bounded on
land in said surplus lying easterly
Bald described lot
the west by the Moody brook, so called:
of lot 34 In said surplus, and being
north
immedlatelv
lying
be
owned
to
land
said
by the Umbagog
bounded on all sides by
is reputed to be owned by Charles and
Paper Co. Said lot
or less....
more
acres,
contains
eighty-one
George Smith and
a lot of land in the
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being
and described
northwesterly corner of said surplus, bounded
of the town
Beginning at the northeast corner
as follows:
the east line of
of Grafton, thence running southerly along
corner of the Public Lot that
northwest
the
to
said Grafton,
Andover North Surplus:
lies In the northwest part of said
of said Public Lot 160
thence easterly along the north line
of said Public Lot;
corner
northeast
the
rods, more or less, to
more or less;
thence easterly in the same direction 84 rods,

Special Care of

Λ Graduate

three acres, more or less
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being lots 1. 2. 3, 4. 5 and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the aecond
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2. 3, 4, 5. and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the third
range of lots in said township; lots 1. 3. 4. 5. 6. and Oiat part
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land in the fourth
range of lots in said township; lots 5 and 6 and that part
of lots 7 and S lying easterly and southerly of the height
of land In the fifth range of lots in said township; lots 3. 4,
5. 6. 7. and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the height
of land in the sixth range of lots in said township; lots 1. 3,
4, 5. 6, 7, and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying easterly and
southerly of the height of land In the seventh range of
lots In said township; lot 1. west half of lot 3. that pert of
lot 6. not included in the Public Lot. and lots 7, 8 and 9 In the
eighth range of lots In said township; lots 1 and 2 and that
part of lots 4. 5 and 6 not Included within the Public Lot,
and lots 7. S and 9 In the ninth range of lots In said township; lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7, 8 and 9 in the tenth range of lots
in said township; lots 1, 2. 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the
eleventh range of lots in said township: lots 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, β, 7.
8 and 9 in the twelfth range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2.
3. I, 5. 6, 7 and 8 in the thirteenth range of lots in said township; lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 and 9 in the fourteenth range of
lots in said township; the west half of lot 2 and lots 3, 4,
5. 6, 7. 8 and 9 in the fifteenth range of lots in said township. according to a survey and plan of said township made
by E. McC. Macy. In 190.".. Said described lots are reputed to
be owned by the I'mbagoc Paper Co., and contain twentythree thousand one hundred seventy-six acres, more or less..
'Γ. Α. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being lots 1, 2. 3. 4 and 5 in the nm
range of lots in said township, according to a survey and plan
Said lots
of said township made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
are reputed to be owned by the International Paper Co., et
als. in common and undivided, and. contain one thousand
five hundred twenty-two acres, more or less
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being lots 6. 7. 8 and 9 in the first
range of lots in said township; lots 7. 8 and 9 and that part of
lot 6 that lies westerly of the height of land In the second
that part cf
range of lots in said township; lots 7. 8 and 9 and
lot 6 lying westerly of the height of land in the third range OÎ
lots In said township: lots 8. 9 and that part of lot 7 that
lies westerly of the height of land in the fourth range of lots
in said township: lot 9 and that part of lots 7 and 8 lying
westerly and northerly of the height of land in the fifth range
of lots In said township: lot 9 and that part of lot 8 lying
westerly of the height of land in the sixth range of lots In
said township; that part of lots 8 and 9 lying northerly and
In
westerly of tne height ot land In the seventh range of lots
said township, according to a survey and plan of said townIs
land
described
Said
ship made by E. McC. Macy. In 1905.
Son Co.,
reputed to be owned by the Geo. W. Blanchard &
more
acres,
hundred
four
forty
and contains four thousand
or less
of
T. A. NO. 1. (Kiley). part of. being lot 2 in the fourth range
said
lots in said township, according to a survey and plan of,
is reputed
lot
Said
1905.
In
Ε
McC.
bv
Macy.
made
township
hunto be owned by Charles O. Demerrltt and contains two
dred thirty-three acres, more or less
fifth
range
the
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being lots 1 and 3 in
Til
of lots in said township; lot 1 in the sixth range of lots
east
said township; the southwest quarter of lot 2 and the
half of lot 3 in the eighth range of lots in said township,
E.
according to a survey and plan of said township made by
Said described land is reputed to be
McC. Macy. in 1905.
owned by the Alonzo Fifleld estate and contains eight hundred forty-five acres, more or less
of lots
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), t>art of. being lot 2 in the fifth range
townin said township: lot 2 in the sixth range of lots in said
said
In
of
lots
the
eighth range
ship; the east half of lot 2 in
township, according to a survey and plan of said township
be
to
are
Said
lots
reputed
1905.
in
made by E. McC. Macy,
owned by S. N. Littlehale and contain six hundred sixty-six

being lots 30 and 31 In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS. part of,and
plan of said surplus
•aid surplus, according to a survey
lots are reputed to be
Said
1905.
in
McC.
E.
Macy.
made bv
two hundred six
contain
owned by Mrs. C. P. Bartlett and

facial neuralgia, etc., due
to muscular or
nervous
Eye strain.
For any Eye trouble or for

S.

Tax.

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the ninth
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots In said grant.

puted

most remedy for the cure
of headache, nervousness,

New Glasses consult

thousand two hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot
In the
southeast corner of said grant.
Said lot contains forty-nine
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 2, in the
southeast part of said grant and lying immediately south of
in the fifth range of lots in said grant.
lot
Said lot contains twenty-one acres, more or less
FRYEBIRG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5. in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by F. B. Brooks and R F. Cross, in common and undivided. and contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 8, In the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred fifty
acres, more or less
FRY KBIT RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. In the
seventh range of lots In said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by w. A. Farwell, et als. and contains eighty-eight
acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1, 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1, in the eighth range of lots In
said township.
Said described land is reputed to be owned
by Hastings Brothers, et als. in common and undivided, and
contains two hundred four acres, more or less
FRYEBI RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7. in the fifth
range of lots in said grant; lot 7 in the sixth range of lots in
said grant. Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 8 and 9 In
Said lots are reputed
the fifth range of lots in said grant.
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards heirs and contain two hundr*-d two acres, more or less
FRYEBI RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, in the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2. in the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FR YEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FR YEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5. in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, nart of. being lot 6 in the
seventh range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 9 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
of.
being the south half
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part
Said deof lot 2 In the seventh range of lots in said grant.
scribed land contains fifty acres, more or less
FRYKBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5. In the
eighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred ai res, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 6 In the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred tiftv acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7 In the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. In the
ninth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains twelve
acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2 In the
Said lot contains thirtyninth range of lots In said grant.
six acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one hunninth range of lots In said grant.
dred twelve acres, more or less

dred sixteen

prescribed by

conceded the fore-

us are

OXFORD COUNTY WILD .LANDS.

Townships.

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5
and 6, in the fifth range of lots In said grant; lots 4, 6 and 9
in the sixth range of lots
said grant: lots 7. 8, and the
north half of lot 2 In the seventh range of lots In said grant;
lot 4. in the eighth range of lots In said grant.
Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Luclnda E. Bean and contain one

1,

warmnteil.
Ali my i>e»« work
H

Treasurer's Office, Augusta May 14. 1907.

I pon the following townships or tracts of land not liable to be taxed
In any town the following assessments for county tax of 1907 were
made by the County Commissioners of OXFORD County on the 29th
days of March. 1907.

P. HA RNIS,

^ilUKLKS

contain
pu ted to be owned by the Umbagog Paper Co., and
four hundred thirty-six acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part r>t, being a lot of land in the
west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be owned
by R. L. Melcher; thence east along the north line of said
Melcher 400 rods, more or less; thence northerly 169 rods,
more or less; thence westerly 400 rods, more or less: thence
southerly 164 rods, more or leas; thence southwesterly 12
rods, more or less, to the point of beginning, according to a
survey and plan of said Andover North Surplus made Dy E.
McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described land is reputed to be
owned by Charles Chase and contains four hundred twenty-
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but it woold require but a moment of
reflection to convince the farmers tbat
the addition of all these outside elements to the membervhip of a farmers'
organization would mean the introduction of men whose interests instead of
being identical with those of the farmers
are really opposed to them.
The grange needs something more
than elements to "enliven" it. There is
a serious side to the grange, and tbat
Ride flrst of all must be considered. It
is a proposition hardly open to doubt or
to dispute that a farmers1 organization
should be made up of farmers knowing
what they need and ready at all times to
cast their influence to obtain what tbey
need and mnst have to better their condition. Suppose a grange to have a majority oT non-farmer members. Conditions arise that make it necessary or
desirable that the grange shall make its
wishes known on an important matter.
This grange, to the surprise of other
granges, votes to oppose the interests
and the plain needs of the farmers. The
result is the grange as a body is made to
appear divided in sentiment, and the interests hostile to the farmers can use
the seeming division of the farmers to
defeat them. How long could a grange
of that kind last? How long should it
last?
If farmers really desiro to have nonfarmer members in the granges, would
it not be poeeible to arrange to admit
such members as non-voting members?
[t would seem that all officers of granges
should be farmers and tbat only farmers
should vote for measures of importance
to farmers only. Cannot the membership question be so arranged that nonfarniers may bo admitted practically as
honorary members, enjoying all the
social cheer, the moral lift and the mental activity of the grange, but leaving all
the voting on questions of importance to
the farmer members? Grangers everywhere may well ponder this point.

More Sheep in the East.

If the sheep supply of this country in
the future is to be increased the surplus
must come from the east or the south.
In the east there is plenty of room and
the sheep will do the land a great deal
of good. High prices during the past
two years have stimulated many of the
old New England farmers to turn to
sheep again, nnd if the market keeps up
a few years longer no doubt the sheep
population of the east will be wonderfully increased. For the same reason
we may logically
expect a gain in tbe
couth, where a decided interest has
sprung up during the past few years.
Conditions are suitable, and about tbe
only reason that farmers did not raise
sheep before is because they never gave
the subject much thought. More breeding stock went to Kentucky this year
from Chicago than to any other state
which is pretty good evidence tbat somebody is going to raise something besides
moonshine whiskey in the old state.
Many of the New England farmers are
in the market this year for pure-bred
stock, indicating that they are preparing
to start a flock. There is plenty of
room in the east for sheep if tbe dog
can be eliminated, but it is doubtful if
the increase in thft direction will counteract the decrease, because of range
tbe
contraction in
Criterion.

west.—Shepherd's

Lo! The Happy Farmer.
Tbe farmer, if be only knew it, is a
little nearer the kingdom of heaven
than the average man. He is certain of
three square meals a day and in the only
man who can fence himself in and live
in spite of the rest of mankind. A few
cattle and sheep and fowl provide him
with food and clothing, while his fields
yle'd him Hour and a source of revenue.
So generous are these provisions and so
common, that hardly one farmer in ten
account of them, although
m ikee any
the ordinary business man thinks he has
ilouc well when he reaches the end of
the year and ilnde that be has a little
What
made ends meet.
more than
would we do without the farmer? In the
early spring we look for his coming, and
can almost taste the maple syrup long
before he has started for town. The
Dead Leaves for Fertilizing.
dealers would have to close up business,
United States Consul Ooldschmidt at stock would be so decreased, were it not
Nantes furnishes some in>eresting facts for the near-by farmers. So we hail the
concerning the value of dead leaves for farmer for all the good healthy food he
fertilizing. "A great part of the subur- supplies. Wo always like to listen to
ban population of this city," he writes, iiis jolly stories, of how bo got ahead of
'Ms engaged in gardening, and especially his neighbor by two weeks with his
in the cultivation of early vegetables. green peas, and then with a chuckle he
For many years the dead leaves which mounts his load and starts off for tbe
fall from the trees in the autumn have next place.—Aroostook Times.
been gathered and employed as fertiliz
ers, or to cover certain plants during the
The "Boss" Cow in the Herd.
winter months.
coldest
Frequently
lu every herd of cows there is some
these leaves are first used as bedding for one of the number that takes the initicattle and horses, and the manure thus ative. She is tbe first one to lead the
obtained is considered much richer than rest
through a fence into a cultivated
that of ordinary straw." An examinaflold. If there is a gate in the yard
tion of the fertilizing value of the dead
which has been left partly latchcdsbe
leaves compared with that of ordinary will be sure to find it and lead tbe herd
44
manure shows the following results:
To
into tho garden or down the road.
pounds of pear leaves, 80 pounds of say tbe least, this kind of a cow is a
poplar, 51 pounds of peach, 83 pounds constant originator of trouble, and it
of locust, 82 pounds of elm, and 174
seems to be her pleasure to do anything
pounds of vine, respectively, are equal but chew her cud and produce a good
in nitrogen to 100 pounds of manure.—
mess of milk in the dairy. Where a cow
The Village.
an ordinature is
with an

unruly

only

BATTLE OF SAN JACINTO.

FOUGHT IN A FOG.
In Which Neither Principal
Could See the Other.
The most laughable duel ever"fought"
in France was that which took place
in November, 1878, at I'lessls-l'lquet
between .Messrs. Gauibettu and De
A

Duel

Fourtou.
Some heated words had passed between the two distinguished gentlemen
in the chamber of deputies, for which,
according to their Ideas of honor, nothing could atone except a duel. The
men met therefore on the field attended by their seconds and the surgeons.

A look over the field was enough to
convince any one present that there
would Ik> no occasion for the doctors'
services. A thick November fog hung
over the scene—so thick. Indeed, thnt
one could hardly see his hand before
his face.' The arrangements for the
dud required that it should be fought

at tillrly-tive paces.
Nor was the fog the only circumstance that tended to place the combatants out of sight of each other. On
the way to the Held M. de Fourtou Is

reported

to have said:
"M. (îainbefta has but one eye, and
I am shortsighted, so the game will
be about even."
it was. of course, rendered still more
"even" by the fog. Neither man could
ee the other, and the sole danger was
to the wcoii's and the doctors.
Almost miraculously the two bullets
thnt were exchanged missed the permis In atten lance.
Everybody's hou·
nr was satisfied and the whole party
(lambetta said that the
went home.
affair wa:« as near to being a skirmish
In the dark as anything he ever saw.—

Philadelphia Ledger.

THE NEGRITOS.
Marriage Ceremony of These
Bsrbarou» Little People.
Belonging Ίη tlioy do to the lowest

Odd

type of rlvlllzatiou as yet discovered,
NeKfitos of Malaysia and their
ways are well worth studying. Simple,
primitive, barbarous little |»eople, their
the

customs are those of prehistoric man.
no fixed home or settlements, but are wanderers over their
mouut.ilnous islands, sleeping under a
banana leaf, living on herbs and ber-

They have

ries and game.
Their marriage ceremony Is η unique
survival of early life. The suitor and
a
few companions dance aliout the
•■■helter of the desired girl. There Is
curious resemblance between the
dances of the prospective bridegroom
and those of many of the game birds
of our woodland. Finally the girl, accompanied by her mother, starts toward the (''veiling of the young men.
Th:-y frcqt iitly stop, squatting In the
trail while the ardent suitor and his

companions continue their entreating
and bewitching dances, winding round
and round the girl. Presents are generally demanded and must be given

l>efore the reluctant bride will proceed. Finally the women arrive near
A wild
a steep baiuboo platform.
shout pierces the air, aud the bridegroom. like α frenzied animal, tears
through the Negritos assembled at the
base of the platform, snatches tho
bride in his arms and flies up the Incline with his mate, where they sit
during the wedding feast.—New York
Herald.

The Smell of the Dawn.
Of nil hours of the day there is none
like the early morning for downright
good odors—the morning before eating. Fresh from sleep an<l urn-logged
with food η man's senses cut like
The whole world comes In
knives.
for
upon him. Λ still morning Is best,
the mists nnd the moisture seem to rett;in tlie odors which they have distilled through the ulght.
Upon :i
breezy nmrniir: one Is likely to get a
•ingle predominant odor, as of «-lover

when the wind Mown across a haylicld
>r of apple blossoms when the wind
coi' es through the orchard, but npon a
lerfectly still morning it is wonderful
how the odors arrange themselves in

strata, so that one walking
passes through them ns from room to
room lu a marvelous temple of fra-

upright

grance.—American Magazine.

A Powerful Indorsement.
Many years ago there was considerable illness In Harrlsburg, which was

attributed to the waters of the Susquehanna river, then the source of the city
supply. One of the members of the
legislature for that year, upon his return tu ids constituents, was interHe
viewed concerning the plague.

"Upon my
goon settled the question.
soul, gentlemen," he declared, "the report of the foulness of the water was a
Mander on the city of Ilarrlsburg. I
absolutely know the water to be perfectly healthful, for during the session

I drank the water on two different occasions, and I never experienced any
III effect whatever."—Pittsburg Press.

Desperate Fight That Ht-aided
the Dawn of Texan Freedom.
On the morula;; of the 2i>t of April.
IK30, the day chosen fur the l»attle
which was to decide the fate of Texas,
he
Houston's fii>t words had liccu.
Biiu ot* Austerilt:: has rlsi
again." lie
had then called :i <· >nneii of war and
asked the ••pinion of his six ticld ollicers as to whciiier Γι\ν >hould ntiack
tiie enemy or .vait for the attack to
come from tlieui.
The four senior officers strangely
cou'i''i;!i>il (ici ly. hut tiicir argcimeuts
did rot convince Hoiisi-hi. who declareJ that the hour for :i'-ti«>ii hid arrived and plainly announced 'iie intention on his own responsibility to risk
lie then di*η general engagement.
trusty
patclied I>o·»f Smith, his
scout, to cut d jwn tflc !»i1i!zp which
offered the onlj* mcaua of escap.· to
either army.
"Make the best <»f your way," h» h id
said in his ha*oltu:d tone of kindly
friendship, "to Vince's bridge. cut It
down and burn it up a: ! came luck
like eagles οι* you v.-11 ! U» to > l.ite for
t m ti c (ii>t t'ii.gi
the day." An.I j
was starting a hodman !!ee'.·.«.! wil'i
foaui from ids pif:,ig t·'. rrer ! ·» I
Th·

dashed aloin. (lie lines of the patriot

! tîi t
army, as llmstan had arm:
out deiriy that
he siion!<i do.
nil mi'dit hear, tld* «*on-h"'t:c!l to a'l
hopes of | i-si!·!.' escape: "I have c::t
Nor.*, f·»!." f.„·
down Viuee'·* bridge!
your live.* and n»nu»ml er the Ahum»!''
The Tc;a:i army. witii"IIo;:.*to:i riding at the front of t'; » center o'tmi'i.
had then dashe! far.vard against tl
Mexicrn b-east'.v·.»;·;<<. U>h:;id v. !ii< Ί
ntn Αηη.ι. drav
stool the nrn:v of
up in ; erf·" t order
ing Its î'.re f >- '.i -t
volley, il·»·.•(•ver. h.·"
vine Prov. '.eveλ as

and calmly resc-v*
rang·». Their ttr<*.t
ace of a dithe
t'.e lev.tns declar-

ed, went : »> hij'h. lIou~tou's leg v. as
shattered at tl.e : :ik!·· :ϋΐ Ills li·>γ e
severely v.-oundcti. but his c ilumns ρ ill
advanced uninjured.
Then came the answering volley,
"poured Into the very bo vims" of ilie
astonished Mexicans—unable to reload
and without bayonets for the ch.:. λ*.
The TexaiM had "clubbed their muskets" and dealt desperate blows, and
finally, when they had thus botter d
their way lut > the very center of the
Mexican army, they had drawn their
murderous bowie knives and "literally
cut their way through dense masses of
living flesh."

The battle had lasted only twenty
minutes, but in that time a new na-

tion had been born into the world.
"From the battle of San Jacinto," said
Webster In 1842. "the war was at an

end."—Metropolitan Magazine.

POINTED

PARAGRAPHS.

Too many of us consider au excuse
a reason.

Everything

sounds like an encore to

some men.

The philosophical person Is apt not
he when considering troubles of his

to

own.

Many

Into

a

a man who thinks he Is getting
peach orchard really fimls lui

way into a lemon grove.
There are lots of answers to the question. "What's the use?" but the man
who asks it never wants one.
When an acquaintance says to you,
"1 aiu going to be honest with you,"
brace yourself to hear something dis·

agreeable.
Mist of

us when we ride a free horse
out on a walk, quicken Into a
brisk trot, then break Into a wild gal·
|jp and are thrown.- Atchison (tlobe.

sr.-irt

Good For Twenty.
yd stung as easily as other peoj le." said oue who practices in
the cri .tiûal courts. "Here's what h:ippencil lo i. e t'ie otiier day: Λ friend of
mine I.;»] ed me off that there xvas a
case con! .:., tip in special sessions and
It would i-e easy to get the defendant,

"Lawyers

negro, free
"•There's a twenty in it for you.' ho
adde'. "I've j;ot another cave <» upstairs or I would take it my.-elf.'
"Sure enough. I got the fellow off,
and when we reached the corridor I
politely Intimated that I had heard
there was η twenty awaiting me for
a

my trouble.
"'Sure thing, Uiss,' said the negro,
diving Into his picket". "It certainly
am worth twenty, all right.' Without a
smile In· handed over two dimes."—
New York Sun.

Colds and Bald Heads.
A baldheideil physician said: "I used
to be dreadfully subject to colds even
in the summer. I had to wear a black
skullcap all the time. The minute I
took it off I began to sneeze and
But now for a year I have
wheeze.
uot once vorn η skullcap, and I have

not once had a cold. Why, I could go
and stand bareheaded In a snowstorm
without any ill effect.
My immunity
to colds comes from this: Krerv morning 1 put my head under the cold water spigot and let the cold water run
for a minute on my bald crown. This
is a refreshing thing, and since I began to do It I have never had a cold."-
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Furtherlive
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stated,
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by
greatly
six feet of her, and she will not move,
more the surplus can always be sold, and conditions with them were unfavorable
In Strand Magazine.
so sure is she that her ruse will sucthe soil is put in a fine state of tilth by to the growth of red clover. Tbe truth
ceed.— London Standard.
is, that under many conditions red
raising a crop of beets on it.
Force of Habit.
The seed for the winter crop may be clover is a biennial. This will almoet
"I—I must not listen to you, Mr. Penfrom June until Sep- certainly be the case where it is allowed
sown any time
Fair and Square.
then nyallne," protested the blushing girl,
tember, depending on the latitude. The to produce seed. The plant has
Boarder—When you "exchanged
City
and
mission
iinal
are
its
"You
from
fulfilled
usually with eyes downcast.
only
Hoil should be made fine, be free
however, trilling, and—nnd. ltesldes, It Is getting cattle with Farmer Smith, did you get
weeds and a liberal supply of manure dies. There are instances,
l'armer Jonee—No.
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a
will
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it
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where
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period,
the
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used. If
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late."
that
Nelghlfor Smith didn't try no slch
dry weather, the soil should be well but when it does it may be assumed
"Please hear me out. Miss Tîelen."
mean tricks on me. We swapped fair
fined after planting. From five to eight the conditions are very favorable for
the Infatuated young reporteby pastur- pleaded
and e^en —Baltimore American.
pounds of seed will be required for an growing. If kept oaten down
words."
to
250
cut
it
"ΙΊ1
down
that the plants
acre. The rows should bo three feet ing, it Is also probable
Just a· Qood.
than if allowed to proapart and the beets thinned to six to will live longer
Willing to Accept an Apology.
Flash»rly—Such a Joke! Kit talked
eight inches in the row. For varieties duce seed.—New England Homestead.
Priscllla (Just arrived» —Are there to fl wax figure for half an hour thinkI prefer the Long Blood and Ford's Perare
any men here? Phyllis—Oh, there
ing It was Cholîy Saphead.
fected Half Long. An acre well cared
Hint* on Catching Hawks.
Priscllla—
a few· apologies for men!
for should average from 300 to 400 bushDasherly- How on oarth did she dieA Vew Jersey poultry keeper gives
els and sell for 40 or 50 cents per bushel.
Well, If an apology is offered to me cover her mistake?
the Practical Farmer his experience in
Tlmee.
It—London
I shall aecept
"Bless you, she didn't."—New Orcatching hawks aa follows:
leans Tlmes«T)emocrat.
With a good grain ration a work horse
Set a pole three or four inches through
eat.
he
can
the
have
all
should not
hay
There Is no witness so terrible, no
at top and twelve feet long, on a hill
He will give better and more efficient
A friend may well be reckoned the
overlooking the poultry yards. Set a accuser so powerful, as conscience.—
service on a small amount of hay.—Rum- small steel
trap on top of pole and the Polyblus.
masterpiece of nature.—Emerson.
ford Falls Times.
hawk is almost oertain to get caught
when he alights on the pole. Hawks
prefer to alight on tbe pole. I have
caught 100 in three yeara, since I began.
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little
The Chinese egg that is sent to the table
ALL DRUGGISTS : SOo. AND $1.00.
is almost black, and ita flavor reminds
In usual liquid form or in chocolated tablets one of an over-ripe egg that has been
hard-boiled and then served.
known as iaraataba. 100 doses H.

Beets for Live Stock.
When we talk of beets nowadays
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Remember
S to
a bargain.
is
kind
you cin find what
W. O. Hammond and wife of Wett
be congratulated on having a daughter,
β to 8 miles.
**
HE FIRED THE STICK.
ing will be held at East Sumner on'June Paris visited relatives here June 1st and
one of the largest lines of all kinds of
who by her persistency and industry has 26 and 27.
you want here. We carry
and
line of Trunks,
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
2d.
Lieut.-Col. Charles Collins of Portland obtained so Que a position Ad her
footwear in the State. Also a
tarried over 40 years, on account of a
A. S. Bisbee is visiting R. S. Traoy.
bat bo mi choeeo colonel of the First friends wish her the success she deSuit Cases.
East Brown field.
Maine Regiment, N. G. S. M., to succeed serves.
Mrs. Roena Townsend of Oxford la tore that resisted every kind of treatCol L. H. Kendall of Blddeford
The
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Littlehale are
nent, until I tried Bucklen'a Arnica
Mrs. Abbie Roger· baa gone te Saco. caring for Mrs. W. W. Child and baby.
election was held at Augusta Wednes- visiting relatives and friends in this
Albert Eastman and wife of Shelbarne, Jalve; that has healed the sore and made
The L. T. L. held ita regular moeting
Ν. H., are visiting Mrs. Eastman's par- ne a happy man," writes John Garrett,
last Priday.
day, and seven ballots were neceaaary vicinity.
>f North Mills, N. C. Guaranteed for
before a choice was made. Capt. James
The Congregational Cirole had a sup- ents, Mr. and Mr·. E. F. Child.
Mrs. M. D. Foes has her little grandWill Child baa sold hie hone to ?llesf Boras, etc., by F. ▲. Shortleff A
L. Moriarty of Lswiaton was chosen daughter, Kmlly Pollard, of Portland, per at Walter Blckford's last Wednesday
:o. 26 oenta.
lieutenant-oolunel.
with bar this summer.
evening. About four dollar· wsrs taken. Vernon Farm.

Oxford

Madame

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED 18».

geraocrat,

began

such

see

Now
still

|

Steamboat

Frothingham's

at Auction.

Single

jsoms

in Lawn,

everyone

can

Pony, Prince

and short.

showing

are

a

large

assortment

Percale and Print.

Gingham,

of lace and embroidery with
WHITE LAWN SUITS, waiet lias pointed yoke
tucks across front; skirt has j anel
twenty pin tucks on each side, three 1 inch
in frout and back, lace, hamburg, and sit I inch folds between panels,
GINGHAM SUITS in blue, green, and grey, waist opens in frunt w.tb tw.-i.ui.teri
....
of tucks on each side, plain full skirt,
■«

GINGHAM SUITS, colore same as abovt, waists with pin tucked front aa.i hemstitching, clusters of pin tucks in back, hemstitched turned over collar And
inch

very full skirt finished with two 1

cuffs;

tucks,

SUITS of Manchester Percale with light ground with figures and stripe*. »
*1,05
trimmed with bias bands of own materials, very neat,
with black

ground

LAWN SUITS of white

plain skirt,

figures

and stripe*,

waists ,,f t-.nki,
»1

>>

SUITS in light and dark print, for

.....

31."

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine.

Square Building Association.

Our Men's

$1.00
Straw Hats
the best that

are

PARK,

can

be

sold for the price.

Other grades of Men's
Straws at 50c., 75c., and up

to $2.00.

A nice assortment of boys
yacht and soft straws from
15c. to 50c.

platform

hoys Crash and Golf Caps, light an«l airy,
evcr>thing in summer headgear at the lowest
prices possible for goods of equal style and quality.
Men's and

in fact most

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

106-3.

REMEMBER!

Board

Norway,

li

No trouble to show you
All are inour Hats.
vited to our store.

j

COAST.

HAVE

CUR-X-ZEMA?

stride,

enjoy

a?dv,

buUdfngs

.>Dr.v"dptod'.ETuXe"ram0''
ïh

F.A.SHURTLEFF&CO.
3 Stores, j ϊ™;™ I Maine.

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.
styles,

splendid

κ®?ι &

$1.25

Every

good

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Opera

House

Bags

Company,

Block, Norway, Maine,

I

A.

HOWE,

■*4

QOOD
LOOKING

Sets

Tennis Goods
G-olT Supplies
Base Ball Goods

|ofDReHgion0-'0n

E.

South Paris, Maine.

good

Croquet

λ,°,

MRS.

meyshoney^tar

especially

:■>'

LAWN SUITS, extra good quality, colore same as above, waist with tucks, »r rn·
.....
med with pearl buttons, full skirt,

j

ît

price.

WHITE LAWN SUITS, waist with yoke of val lace and hamburg, witb tu Hi,
tucked collar and cuffs, lace trimmed; skirt with lace and hamburg inser: !>$
tion,
WHITE LAWN SUITS, waim has yoke of lace and hamburg, finished with [ in
clusters of pin tucks in U. k;
tucks, two rows hamburg insertion on eiicb side,
skirt has 16 inch flounce with tucks, headed by hamburg insertion. late ami
....
hamburg insertion in front, very full,

\e8'erday
(copious

LA {·

Coats—long

We

weather.

DON'T PUT IT OFF LONOER.

ALBERT

both in Suits—Eton,
in

to

Our assortment it

Suit.

or

so

and

It is time to put away those thick dresses
01 e that will be cool during the warm

Friday, June 21, '07,

[to

good,

quality

marked down,

Coat

surprised

were

and get

White Shoes

Frothingham,

both in

Suit» and

our

acen

Shirt Waist Suits,

Ladies. Buy

W. 0.

are

a new

Chap—and

_

Trunks, Bags,

have

h

bargains,

they

afford

—

3.~

νι

Coats before the mark down

I

Now.

people

The

STYLE.
You want
clothes: hut

style

\ou

w

in

to louk w( II on you.

find

your

nt them

You'll

clothes will give

our

you the latest

►tyles

*t

all

t ines and at the lowest p· ice
for good goods. Ί h·· spring

fabrics
The
the

very attractive.
colors include all

are

new

new

shades and combi-

nations of gray, so popular
this season, blues in pl:'i ■

weaves, and many
fleets in club checks
and stripes. All of our suits

and

fancy

other
are

«

tailored in the

factory

most

satis-

manner.

Sack Suits $5 to $20.

Η. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,

Norway,

Maine.

CASTOR IA Ferlitutsaoi OiMrtB.
Ik· KM Yll Hm Ahms BMCht

Copyright

1907 by
Hart Schatfner & Marx

Bean the

Signatort
of

ïhe 9xfax&

ftwocrn!

I

Un. Augustas Lord of Auburn hi a
been a guest at W. H. Blake's during tk •
I past week.

'*

=

SOUTHPARIS.

Two Mormon elders have been

Ι ν asking in this vicinity
I doing missionary work.

viBAS» TBL'»* BAILWAÏ.

Commencing Sept. S), 19U6,
ι..«τη

LSAVB SOUTH PAJUB
5:3β A.
«tallv;9:44A.

for a few

another small

,wTy cvïpt

Stephens,

'n

^
iDif'Mjer

I

rT^V.PC.

S£S«cn.V-«~

help

Wejlne^tay

■

I

Mr

I

I

^vi

K"5

stePjien"'to
house belonging
entirely destroyed.

The fire started from some unknowi
cause in the interior of the hotel, ant
bad got under considerable headway be
fore it was discovered about midnight
! Bryant's Pond ha« no organized fire pro
tection, though the town of Woodstocl
has just voted, at a special meeting, ac
appropriation to provide tire protection
for the village. *
The hotel was situated in the middle
of the village, with other buildings neai
it on both sides. When the magnitude
of the fire was seen,
was summoned
from Norway and Locke's Mills.
in«
hau<l engine from Norway and about
fifty men went up on a.special, drawn
bv the Norwav engine, and the Locke β
Mills engine and firemen, coming over
the road, arrived at the same time.
The aid gi?en by the engines and
accompanying men «topped the
of the tlames, and undoubtedly saved
much property. The buildings burned
were the Glen Mountain House and
stable, the store, stable and dwelling
house of George L. Stephens, standing
next to the hotel on the south, and another small dwelliug house belonging to
Mr. Stephens, standing next his rosi-

_

S

were

Pr«Kre^

Uttings

Η. 8

game that teams repr<
new entries and a few old matters closed.
seating these schools have ever playo * No trials.
together. The game although loose), Ρ
The Norway National Bank rooms are
played was closely contested and in being repaired and put into first-ola>4
teres ting.
condition. Steel ceiling has been put in.
L. Clark pitched the game for Pari 5 The work was done
by W. C. Leavlttand
■

and did fine work. With better suppor 6
he could have shut out the Lisbon boys
They were able to find him for onl]
three hits, while he made ten of then 1
fan the air. He did not give a base ot 1
balls, but did bit two batters. Wlnslow
the Lisbon pitcher, also did well, beinj !
especially effective when Paris had met 1
on bases.
He did not have as good con

trol

as

Horace £. Mixer.
Mrs. Alice Rolfe end granddaughter,
Ruth Bean, who have bad rooms at B. F.
Smith's on Bridge Street, have moved
back to her farm at North Norway for
the summer months. They will return
to the village in the fall so that Miss
Bean may be able to attend the high
school and continue her studies with the

Clark, and like Clark suffered bj class.

were cut

OKKVgaSf:

1

..

."i^n'rorbett

8υϋη^'!?&

vill^e

VΛ

™sP(,ij<Jv

Two*

^

"I

row

lut

!

_

du-e.

f!IHe

<r',·
!·

V,

iP"

I

j

wi»KWD

jumped

D. A. Marston and contains
less

We shall offer for sale 128 Rugs and Art Squares, in Tapestriei
and Wiltons, Kashmir and Orientals.

Prices from $1.00 to $125.00.

^1

April

three acres, more

March, 1907.

Rg"

οι

ιυι

ο

Tax.

$19 80

33

1 46

3 37

2 48

1 65
1 65
1 65

1 65
165

165

ν

of.^being lots^l,

65

1 65

1 6o

C5

1 65
"n
69

dred acres, more

two acres, more or less
the north half of lot 9 In
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
In said township, according to a
the thirteenth range of lots
made by E. McC. Macy,
survey and plan of said township
Is reputed to be owned by T. E.
In 1905. Said described land
acres, more or less..
nineteen
hundred
Estes and contains one
the south half of lot 9 In
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
according to a
said
township,
In
lots
of
range
the thirteenth
made by E. McC. Macy, m
survey and plan of said township
to be owned, by HastIs
land
described
Said
1905.
one hundred fourteen acres, more

ings Brothers and contains

or

reputed

less

lot 1 in the fifteenth range
A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, belne
to a survey and plan of
of lots In said township, according
Said lot Is reIn 1905.
said township made E. McC. Macy, and contains one hundred
one
Chapman
owned
by
be
puted to
less
forty-five acres, more or
the east half of lot 2 in the
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
according to a surfifteenth range of lots In said township,
in
said township made by Ε McC. Macy,
vey and plan of
acres, more or
fifty-five
contains
land
described
1905. Said

Judicial Court for Oxford County, In 1X49.
the exceptions noted, is reputed to be ow
three hunMills
Co., and contains twenty-two thousand
Berlin
dred ninety-seven acres, more or less
the Statu
of.
being
Γ. NO. 6, R. 3. W. Β. K. P., (Parkrrtown), part
being lot number 3
Lot, so called. In common and undivided,
Commissioners
et
als.
M.
Wilson,
John
off
by
of the lot act
Court for Oxford County.
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
of said lot recorded
In 1849, according to the survey and plan
Said lot Is reputed
Deeds.
of
In the Oxford County Registry
three hundred
owned by Coe & Plngree and contains

&rcme
Ip, with

312 88

20

55

to be
twenty acres, more or less
common and
Κ. I'.,
Β. K.
P., (Upper Cupsuptlc), In common
\V. Β.
4, R. 4, W.
T. NO. 4,
said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of is reputed to
Ballard, et al. Said township
made by Kphralm Ballard,
!..D.·Η1
exclusive of Public
be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains,
eighty-seven acres,
Lot. twenty-five thousand nine hundred
more or less
being the entire townT. NO. 5. R. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown), Lot
and the State Lot,
Public
ship with the exception of the
2 of the lots set off by
so called, said State Lot being number
by the SuCommissioners
et
als,
Joh"n M. Wilson,
Oxford County, in 1849. Said townpreme Judicial Court for
to be owned by the
Is
noted.
reputed
the
exceptions
ship, with
thousand one hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-three
dred fifty-six acres, more or less
of. being the State
T. NO. 5, R. 4. W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown». part being lot number 2
Lot, so called, In common and undivided,
et als, Commissioners
of the lots set off by John M. Wilson,
«'ourt for Oxford County,
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
said lot recorded In
of
and
plan
In 1849, according to a survey
Said lot is reputed to
the Oxford County Registry <>t Deeds.
hundred twenty
three
and
contains
be owned by Co<«& Plngree
acres, more or less
and undivided,
common
In
T. NO. 4, R. 5. W. Β. K. P.. (Oxbow),
the American Realty
Said township is reputed to be owned by
Public
Lot, nineteen
of
exclusive
Co., et als, and «contains,
more or less
thousand eight hundred forty-elirhf acres, in common and unK.
Β.
P.,
(Bowmantown),
T. NO. 4, R. 6, W.
be owned by the Ameridivided. Said township Is reputed to exclusive
of Public Lot,
can Realty Co., et als, and contains,
twenty-four thousand acres, m· re or less
to a
according
T. NO. 5. R. 5, W. Β. K. P., (Parmachenee).
made by Ephralm Bollard, et
survey and plan of said township
to be owned by the
In
reputed
Said
township
al.. In 1794.
Lot, twenty·
Berlin Mill· Co., and contain·, xeluslv· <>f Public
acres, more or less....
one thousand five hundred ninety-nine
18. 26, 27
lots
6.
17,
5.
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of. being Division
of xaid giant.
and 28, In what is known as the First
Kucinda K. Bean
Airs.
d
own·
be
by
to
Said lots are reputed
and contain seven hundred acres, more or less
the First Division of
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, j«»rt of, being
of lots 5, 6, 17, 18.
with the exception
_r..
u·»···,
Batchelder's
llUlCIieiUL-l η Grant,
Said
no
"··'·'
,λ »·■>
hv
Mrs
f.,. E.
E. Bean.
L.
Mrs.
26, 27 and 28, said to be owned by
Brothers and conHastings
owned
be
by
to
is
land
reputed
hundred
three
thousand
two
tains. with the exception noted,
seventy-six acres, more or less

26

64

5 59

20

28

■

15 98

5

3

23

84

40

2

21

604

15

«47

20

493 08
499 24

993 60

450 CI

567 00

603 93

6 90

&06 75

«46

81

5 76

312 61

360 00

388 78

10 50

""

35 64

80

3 00
ιυ
the tenth range; jots
ninth range; lots 2 to 5, Inclusive, In
lots 1 to 5, Inclusive, In
5. Inclusive, In the eleventh range;
the thirteenth range;
5
In
and
4
lots
2.
I.
the twelfth range;
fourteenth range; lots 1
lots 1 to 5, Inclusive, In the
lots 1 to 6, Incluto 5, Inclusive, In the fifteenth range;
lota 2, 3, 4 and 5 In the sevsive, In the sixteenth range;
mnge;
enteen*!» range; lots 1 to 5, Inclusive, in the eighteenth
south part of said Second
also the following lots In the
lots 5, gore south
Division, and not Included In any range; 27, 29.
30, 33 and
26,
of lot 5, lots 6, 7, 8. 9. 19. 20, 23. 24,to25,
be owned bv the Hast34. Said described lots are reputed
ten thousand two hundred six
contain
and
Brothers
ings
I'-rcs. more or less.

1 61

1 54

153 09

1 96
Hevcnieeuiii

76

10

Ο

Townships.

m.»*·-.

»··ν

OXFORD COUNTY PUBLIC LANDS.

—__

4 26

No. 4, R. 5, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 5. R. 5. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 4, R. 6. W. Β. Κ. P.
A. No. 1, (Riley)
Andover North Surplus
C Surplus

2 78

1

!

8 85

Tax.

$21 60

No. 4, R. 1. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 4. R. 2, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 4, R. 3. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 5. R. 3, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 4, R. 4. W. Β. Κ. Ρ
No. 5. R. 4, W. Β. Κ. Ρ

23

1 09

u·^

In any range; lots 10,
said Second Division, and not Included
more
Said lots contain five hundred ninety acres,
21 and 22.
less
or
13,872.
Grant,
Batchelder's
Total acreage of

·---

corner

89

appointed

less

northwesterly

164

Ί

T.

of, being lots 40, 41. 42, 47,
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLU8, part
according to a survey and plan
48, 49 nnd 50 In said surplus,
McC.
Macy, In 1905. Said lots
E.
made
by
of said surplus
the International Paper Co., and
are reputed to be owned by
acres, more or less
fifty-eight
hundred
seven
contain
lots 22. 23 and 32
parta of. being and
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, to
plan of said
survey
according
said DUIUIUO,
surplus,
m HU1U
In
r
™
it,
iQftfi
said lots
iota are reSaid
1906.
in
Macy.
surplus made by E. McC.
and contain three hunto be owned by S. A. Abbott
putedsixteen acres, more or less
dred
In
part of. being lots 30 and 31
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
and plan of said surplus
said surplus, according to a survey
are reputed to be
lots
Said
1905.
In
made by E. McC. Macy,
and contain two hundred six
owned by Mrs. C. P. Bartlett
acres, more or less
lot of
part of. being an Irregular
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
of and being bounded on
land In said surplus lying easterly
so called; said described lot
brook,
the
Moody of lot 34 In said surplus, and being
the west by
lying Immediately north
to be owned by the Umbagog
bounded on all sides by land said to
be owned by Charles ana
is reputed
Paper Co. Said lot
acres, more or less....
eighty-one
contains
and
Smith
George
of. being a lot of land In the
SURPLUS,
part
NORTH
ANDOVER
of said surplus, bounded and described

3 40

.....

acres, more or less
to a survey
T. No. 4. R. 2, W. Β. K. P.. (Adamstown), according
to the l^and
and plan of said township made and returned
Ballard, et al. In
Office of the State of Maine by Ephralm
Berlin
Said township Is reputed to be owned by the
1794.
and contains,
Mills Co., et als, In common and undivided,
acres,
exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two thousand eighty
more or less
K
P.).
W.
Β
R
2.
No.
LINCOLN PLANTATION, (formerly T. said
plantation made by
according to a survey and plan of
contains
twenty-one
Daniel Barker. In 187Γ·. Said plantation
or less
thousand four hundred llfty-threc acres, more
In common and
T. NO. 4, R. 3. W. Β. K. P., (Lower Cupsuptlc),of said township
and
a
to
plan
survey
undivided, according
is reputed to
made by Noah Barker, in 1860. Said township
exclusive of Public
be owned by Coe A· Plngree and contains,
less
or
Ix>t, twenty-one thousand acres, irore

reputed

less
lot 2 In the seventh range of
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), port of, being
of lot 2 In the
lots in said township and the northwest quarter
according to a survey
said
township,
in
of
lots
eighth range
In 190S.
McC.
E.
Macy,
and plan of Mild township made by owned
by J. A. Twaddle
Said described land Is reputed to be acres, more
less
or
and contains two hundred eighty-one
lot 3 In the ninth range of
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being to a
survey and plan or said
lots In said township, according
In 1905. Said lot Is reputed
McC.
Macy,
E.
made
by
township
two hundred twentycontains
and
to be owned by one Mason

less

..

1 39

township

or

or

in common and
T. NO. 4. R. 1, W. Β. K. P., (Rlchardsontown),
.....ι
..lor,
u'lM tou-nshin
UI111 V IUCUi au-»· Unir,
Said township Is reputed
made by J. W. Sewall. In I SS»î.
exclusive of
contains,
and
to be owned by Coe & Plngree
acres,
Public Lot, twenty-three thousand four hundred eighty
more or less
(formerly T. No. 5. R 1, \V. B.
MAGALLOWAY PLANTATION,thousand
hundred thirty
seven
K. P.), containing· thirty

51

5^'ind^that

that part
range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
third
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land in the
that part
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 3. 4, 5, 6, and
fourth
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land in the
and that part
range of lots in said township; lots 5 and 6
or lots 7 and 8 lying easterly and southerly of the height
4.
of land in the fifth range of lots in said township; lots 3,
height
5, 6, 7, and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the
lots 1, 3,
of land In the sixth range of lots in said township;
and
4, 6, 6, 7. and that part of lots 8 and S lying easterly
range of
southerly of the height of land In the seventh
of
that
part
lot
half
of
3.
west
lot
1.
lots In said township;
the
lot 6, not included in the Public Lot, and lots 7, 8 and 9 In that
2 and
and
lots
1
said
in
township;
of
lots
eighth range
within the Public Lot,
part of lots 4, 5 and 6 not Included
townand lots 7, 8 and 9 In the ninth range of lots in said
tenth range of lots
the
9
in
ship; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and
and 9 In the
In said township; lots 1, 2. 3, 4. 5. 6. 7, 8
7,
eleventh range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2. 3, 4. 5, 6, 2,
lots 1,
8 and 9 in the twelfth range of lots In said township;
In said townof
lots
range
thirteenth
the
8
In
7
and
3. 4, 5. 6,
range of
ship; lots 1. 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the fourteenth lots 3, 4,
—lots In said township; the west half of lot 2 andsaid townIn
lots
of
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the fifteenth range
of said township made
ship, according to a survey and plan
lots are reputed to
by E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described
contain twentybe owned by the Umbagog Paper Co., and
more or less...
acres,
one
hundred
seventy-six
three thousand
5 in the first
and
4
3.
lots
2,
1,
of,
being
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part
a
to
survey and plan
range of lots in said township, according
made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905. Said lots
of said
Co., et
ure reputed to be owned by the International Paper
one thousand
als, in common and undivided, and contain
less
or
more
acres,
five hundred twenty-two
9 In the tiret
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 6. 7, 8 9and
and that part of
8 and
range of lots in safd township; lots 7.
the second
lot 6 that lies westerly of the he ight of land in
8 and 9 and that part r.f
range of lots in said township; lots 7,
the
third
in
range oî
lot 6 lying westerly of the height of land
of lot 7 that
lots in said township; lots 8, 9 and that part
of lots
fourth
range
the
in
land
of
lies westerly of the height
lots 7 and 8 lying
in said township; lot 9 and that part of
range
fifth
In
the
of
land
the
of
height
westerly and northerly
of lot 8 lying
of lots in said township; lot 9 and that part
of lots In
sixth
range
the
In
land
of
of
the
height
westerly
and
said township; that part of lots 8 and 9 lying northerly
of lots In
westerly of the height of land In the seventh range
said
townof
and
plan
said township, according to a survey
Said described land Is
ship made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
Co.,
by the Geo. W. Blanchard & Son,more
reputed to be owned
acres,
and contains four thousand four hundred forty
*
less
or
in the fourth range of
T. A, NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being lot 2
and plan of said
lots In said township, according to a survey
Said lot is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
two huncontains
and
Demerritt
O.
Charles
owned
by
to be
:
dred thirty-three acres, more or less
fifth
range
the
in
3
lots
1
and
T. A, NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being
of lots Tn
of lots in said township; lot 1 in the sixth range
the east
2
and
lot
of
southwest
quarter
said township; the
said township,
half of lot 3 in the eighth range of lots in
made by E.
according to a survey and plan of said township
is
land
reputed to be
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described
contains
eight hunand
estate
Fifleld
Alonzo
the
owned by
drqjl forty-five acres, more or less
of lots
fifth
range
the
2
In
lot
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
of lots In said townIn said township; lot 2 in the sixth range
the eighth range of lots In said
In
lot
2
of
half
east
the
ship;
plan of said township
township, according to a survey and
Said lots are reputed to be
made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
six hundred sixty-six
contain
and
Llttlehale
N.
S.
owned by
acres, more or less
4
in the fifth range of
lot
being
of,
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part
to a survey and plan of said
lots In said township, according
in 1905. Said lot Is
McC.
Macy,
E.
made
by
township
undivided, by the Alonzo Fifleld
to be owned, in common and
acres, more
estate, et al, and contains two hundred eighteen
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line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50; thence

part of
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of. being the north the
first
lots 1, 2 and 3 and the northeast part of lot 4 in
as the Stoddard Lots.
known
and
said
of
lots
In
surplus,
range
B.
made
by
said
surplus
according to a survey and plan of
to be
McC. Macy. In 1H05. Said described land is reputed
slxti-four
hundred
one
owned by'H. W. Dunn and contains
acres, more or less
λ
TOWNSHIP C, In common and undivided, according to Insurvey
1792.
and plan of said township made by John Pcabody.
et ale.
Said township Is reputed to be owned by D. Plngree,
thousand
Lot.
twenty-six
Public
of
and contains, exclusive
eight hundred fifty-one acres, more or less
to a survey
C SURPLUS. In common and undivided, according In 1894.
Said
and plan of said township made by K. O. Uiilncy.
et ale, and
D.
Plngree.
surplus Is reputed to be owned by
three huncontains, exclusive of Public Lot, ten thousand

83

1

G 71

less

line of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less, to the souththe
east corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along
the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to
along
thence
Public
easterly
Lot;
northeast corner of the
Brown
the south line of land said to be owned by Ε. I.
of
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly along the east line
and
said Brown's land 25 rods, more or less, to the Andover
line
the
south
to
road
said
along
thence
northerly
Upton road;
of said
or C Surplus; thence easterly along the south line
exC Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning:
SI
acres
lot
of
a
saffl
description
however, from
cepting.
said to be owned by Charles and George Smith, on the east
lot
side of the Moody brook ar.d lying immediately north of
side of
34; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the east of said
northwest
the
In
part
road
and
the Andover
Upton
to
surplus, and said to be owned by Charles Chase, according In
a survey and plan of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
the
owned
by
Said described land Is reputed to be
1905.
two hunUmbagog Paper Co., and contains twelve thousand
dred fourteen acrc, more or less
surANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the entireand 3
of lots 1, 2
plus with the exception of the north part
In
of
lots
first
range
the
lot
4
In
of
and the northeast part
sursaid surplus, (known as the Stoddard lots), according to a
E. McC. Macy. In
made
said
by
of
and
surplus
plan
vey
reSaid described land, with the exception noted, is
1905.
Co.. and contains
puted to be owned by the Umbagog Papermore
less
or
acres,
six thousand two hundred fifty-two

3 33

1

or
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nlong the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest
3ϋ
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west line of lots
west
and 24 tu the north line of the town »f Andover; tlienc»·
southto
the
of
Andover
town
along the north line of the
east corner of land said to be owned by H. \V. Dunn; thence
northerly nlong the east line of said Dunn, and along the east
line of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
east line of land said to be owned by Charles Chase 411 rods,
more or less, to the northeast corner of said Chase's land;
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
thence southerly along the west line it said Chase's land nna
along the west line of said Melcher's land, and along the
west line of said Dunn's land 44s rods, more or less, to the
north line of Andover West Surpli s; thence west on the
or
north Une of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods, more
less, to the east line of the town of Grafton; thence northerly along the east line of the town of Grafton to the southwest corner of the Public Lot that lies in the west part of
south
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly along the

248

GRANT,"

ι^ ιιιμ

f>lus;
the east

1 66

1

84

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
owned by H. W. Dunn; thence east along the north line of
said Dunn 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 85
rods, more or less; thence northerly 87 rods, more or less;
thence westerly 400 rods; thence southerly 87 rods, more
to the
or less; thence southeasterly 85 rods, more or less,
of said
point of beginning, according to a turvey and plan
Said land Is resurplus made by E. McC. Macy, In 1905. contains
four hunputed to be owned by R. L. Melcher and
dred thirty-two acres, more or less
of
land in
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being a lot
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as
sursaid
of
line
south
follows: Beginning at a point on the
plus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest corner of said
said
line
of
the
south
surplus
easterly
thence
along
surplus;
across the Andover and Upton road and west branch of the
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
rods, more or less; thence westerly across the west branch of
the Ellis river and the Andover and UptOD road loo rods, more
or less; thence southeasterly 100 rods, more or less, to the
of said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plandescribed
Said
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
contains
and
land Is reputed to be owned by H. W. Dunn
two hundred fifty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land In
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the town of Byron; thence south
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, more or
less, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 4Γ» In said surthence west along the north line of lots 45. 46. 47 and 48
η said surplus to the east lin·· of lot. 50: thence north along
west

23, 1907.

acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2. in the
southeast part of said grant and lying Immediately south of
lot 2 in the tlfih range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains twenty-one acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5, in the
Said lot is reputed to be
sixth range of lots in said grant.
owned by F. B. Brooks and R F. ('rose, in common and undimore or less
one
hundred
acres,
contains
vided, and
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 8, in the
lot is reputed to be
Said
said
lots
in
of
sixth range
grant.
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred ttfty
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, in the
seventh range of lots in said grant. Said lot is reputed to be
owned by w. A. Farwell, et ais, and contains eighty-eight
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, oart of, being lots 1. 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1. in the eighth range of lots in
Said described land Is reputed to be owned
said township.
and
by Hastings Brothers, et als, In common and undivided,
contains two hundred four acres, more or less
fifth
the
in
lot
7.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being
lots in
range of lots in said grant; bit 7 In the sixth range of
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
said grant.
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 8 and 8 in
Said lots are reputed
the fifth range of lots In said «rant.
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards heirs and contain two hunless
or
more
two
dred
acres,
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, In the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 2. In the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
of, being lot 3 In the
GRANT,
ACADEMY
part
FRYEBURG
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 In one
seventh range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
of.
being lot 5, in the
GRANT,
ACADEMY
part
FRYEBURG
seventh range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or less
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, nart of. being lot 6 In one
seventh range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains
hundred acres, more or less
the
FRYEHURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 9 in one
Said lot contains
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
half
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being the south deSaid
of lot 2 in the seventh range of lots in said grant.
scribed land contains fifty acres, more or less
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5, in huneighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one
or
less
more
dred acres,
6 In the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot
one huneighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
dred fifty acres, more or less
7 in the
lot
being
of.
GRANT,
ACADEMY
part
FRYEBURG
one huneighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains
dred acres, more or less
In the
lot
1,
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being
Said lot contains twelve
ninth range of lots In said grant.
acres, more or less
part of, being lot 2 in the
ACADEMY
FRYE BIT
Said lot contains thirtyninth range of lots In said grant.
six acres, more or less
in the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 3
Said lot contains one hunninth range of lots In said grant.
or
less
dred twelve acres, more
ninth
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 4 in the
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots in said grant.
three acres, more or less
part
2. 3, 4.
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part
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less

the following townships or tracts of land not liable to
be taxed in any town, the following assessments for the State
tax of '907 were made by the Legislature on the 28th day of
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
\
Townships.
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1, 2, 3. 4. δ
and 6, in the fifth range of lots in said grant; lots 4, 6 and 9
in the sixth range of lots '« said grant: lots 7, 8, and the
north half of lot Ϊ in the seventh range of lots in mild grant;
Said lots are
lot 4t in the eighth range of lots In said grant.
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean and contain one
thousand two hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, in the
Said lot contains forty-nine
southeast corner of said grant.

more

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being lot· 43. 44. 45 and
46 in said surplus, according to α survey and plan of said
surplus made by É. McC. Macy. In 1905. Said lots are reputed to be owned by the Umbagog Paper Co., and contain
four hundred thirty-six acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land In the
west part of s:ild surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be owned
Melcher; thence east along the north line of said
by R. L.400
Melcher
rods, more or less; thence northerly 169 rode,
more or less; thence westerly 400 rods, more or less; thence
164
rods, more or less; thence southwesterly 12
southerly
rods, more or lee», to the point of beginning, according to a
E.
survey and plan of said Andover North Surplus made by
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described land is reputed to be
owned by Charles Chase and contains four hundred twenty-

STATE OF MAINE.

Treasurer's Office, Augusta,

hundred fifteen acres,

2 35

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being an Irregular tract
of land lying In the west part of said surplus, bounded and
described as follows:
Beginning at a point on the Andover
and Upton road about 375 rods southeasterly from the point
at which said road crosses the north line of said Andover
North 8urplus; thence northerly 35 rods, more or lens; thence
easterly 225 rods, more or less; thence southerly 96 rods.
more or less; thence westerly 180 rods to the cast side of said
Andover and Upton road; thence northwesterly along said rond
to the point or beginning, being lot 7 In said surplus, according to α survey and plan of said surplus mad·· by E. McC.
Macy, in 1905. Said lot is reputed to be owned by Charles
Chase and contains one hundred thirty-six acres, more or

Brussels,

Upon

one

or
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On Wednesday morning
at 9 o'clock
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EVER SHOWN IN

If the errors of the gam< 1
Lieut. Moses P. Slllee returned from a
out, Paris would have won bj business trip to Portland, Brunswick
a score of 2 to 0.
and Augusta this week. Lieut. Stiles
Captain Titcomb was sick and in- nr was before the board of examination,
condition to play, but there was no sub
consisting of Brigadier Gen. C. E. Davis,
CALL AND SEE THEM.
etitute available, as Paris was alread)
Inspector Gen. E. C. Dill and Col. L H.
playing two substitutes. As it often Kendall at Augusta on Tuesday, where
happens, a large part of the ground balls he successfully passed the examination
went to him and he lost four cbanoef for the
position of First Lieut, of Co. D,
which he would have easily bandied ii 1st
Regt., N. G. S. M. At the same time
he bad been in his usual condition.
Quartermaster Sergeant A. J. Stearns
The features of the garoo were a catch
passed the examination for appointment
of a foul fiy by (τ. Clark and the catch ol
by Maj. Peterson for the position of
a line drive by Peverley.
In the second bataillon
quartermaster and commissary.
88 MARKBT SQUARE],
inning L. Clark retired all three of the Sergt. L. H. Dauraghty passed the examLisbon batters on strikes, and Winslow ination for the
lieutenof
second
position
MAINE,
SOUTH
PARIS,
did the same thing to the Paris batters ant of
Co. D to fill the vacancy caused by
in the eighth inning.
the promotion of Lieut. Stiles.
G.
led the Paris team at the bat
poor support.

Clark
In the Norway Municipal Court Wilwith a three-base-hit and a single. He liam Β Stanton received a vacation of
also played a fine game behind the bat, ten
days for intoxication. Sylvester B.
and has developed into as good a catcher Estes on search and seizure was disGleu Mountain House was owned
as is often found on a high school team.
bv Irving S. Thompson and Mary S.
charged for want of evidence.
The score:
The village schools all closed this
Thompson, his wife, and was insured for
The
P. H. 8.
week for the summer vacation.
$5000 on building, furniture and conΑ. E.
A.B. R. B it. P.O.
tents. Mr. Stephens had a total of
following teachers have been elected for
0
β
4
2
2
4
2 b
the next school year:
$1700 insurance on his property. lue Titcomb,
0
5
2
2
11
2
G. Clark, c.
total loss by the fire is estimated to L. Clark, ρ
'4
1
High School, prlnclpa1, Perclval E. Hathaway.
?
?
î
0
3
1111 Aenleiai t, Myrtle M. Blackwood.
Cutting, 3-b
reach at least ten thousand dollars.
Grammar—Harriet Abbott.
0
0
1
1
2
r.f.
„
Peverley,
jj0 Grade 7—Suc M. Wheeler.
The Glen Mountain House was one or
0
0
0
2
3
Rawson, 8 s
Mam Un Lodge. So. 31, meets every
Grale 6— Melvlnla Green.
"'u1
the best known hotels in the vicinity, as Gates, 1-b...............3
0
0
0
0
10
al Pythian Hall.
Grade 5-Lena Shank.
evening
fl
'
%
.■
0
0
0
1
4
fT
it not only accommodated the ordinary Easeon, c.f.
Grade ♦—Irene K. Hazen.
0
0
0
0
0
4
1.1
IMke,
transient travel, but had a large number
are raw
Grade 3—Harriet K.Uraicln.
What is so raw—but all days
Middle Prlmarj—Gertru'e Gardner.
fi
12
32
5
7
27
Totale
β»... of summer guests every year, and was»a
this year.
Upper Prtmar.— Annie M. Jenne.
1
much
of
for
the
trav
stopping
point
L.
F.
8.
H.
we
a
box
Lower
After
the
exercises
are
to
have
Primary—-Elizabeth O. Lasse le.
from Rumford Falls over the Grand
Sophia Bisbee is making a visit
A H.
Κ. II.H. PO. Α. Ε
A party of Norway people consisting
supper. Each lady is invited to bnug a
the
to friends in Peru.
Trunk,
4
0
1
κ.β
5
0
1
stage
R. Jones,
trip by
people making
box. Ice cream and cake will be on sale
Mr. and
0
0
0
0 of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J Bangs,
4
7
Real, l b
from Rumford Falls to the Po°d
Char le* Morse and family of Minneapo- during the evening. All cordially inυ
0
1
4
3
2
Mrs. Albert J. Steam*, Dr. and Mrs.
Wlnelow, ρ
,
is
It
a few weeks since the clothesvisit.
a
only
for
Morse's
0
0
5
2 Prank N.
8
—4
vited. The following have not miesed a
Fstey, c
lis are at A. K.
Barker, Dr. ami Mrs. Herman
3
3
10
10
pin factory of L. M. Mann A Son at the Hollle, 2-b
!
of school:
L. Bart let t an.I Mr. and Mrs. John C.
0
0
0
0
0
4
itauqua Club met Wednesday day
Pond was burned, which will not be re- Purinjcton, c.f
χ .,·
ο
0
0
ο
0
4
F. Stevens. Kutli Thurlow.
r.f
Shepard visited Stone Pond, East Stoneafter- ·) with Sire. Albert
built, and this second blow is a haid one Harrlinau,
Ι Κ meat Thur'ow,
Lillian Corbelt.
0
0
3
4
2
0
Λ. Joi.es. 3-b
ham, Saturday, and returned Sunday
for the place.
0
I Robert Shaw.
0
0
4
0
Roes, l.f
M:s r red Watson and son of Gorbam,
afternoon.
_0
;e.i Mrs. Ella Burbank Satur- \lerton Corbett missed only one-half
the
\ h ν
6
3 *23
10
June 11th, Tuesday, at 2:30 p. Μ
35
3
John's Letter.
Totals,
Mauυκ J. Newkll, Teacher.
day.
members of the W. C. T. U. will hold
thy.
Miss Jennie Β : Have you ever seen
•Rawson out, Ht by batted ball
their next meeting at G. A. It. Hall.
have
The Firemen's Drills.
it stated in any chicken literature> that
[ 1 Kus^ell and family of Leeds
Scoie by Innings.
This meeting will be known as the
a few
the
diet
for
are
correct
cobs
cracked
beeu m tiu^ relatives here for
was
manifested
interest
Considerable
1 2 3 4 ft 6 7 8 »-Total. flower mi.-sion and cradle roll departdaysii.iriu* the past week.
the practice drills of the firemen ast chicks? If you would l'ke to try the ρ H. 8
1 ο 2 0 I 0 1 0 x— 5
ment.
and are troubled to get the same L. F. H. S
home
same,
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0-3
at
been
of
has
the
form
which
took
calling
week,
at the
Milt· 'j McAlister
Wednesday eveuing, June
order from
around
G.
right
home,
1
Tbree
you
H.
8.
baso-hlt,
P.
may
Earneil
at
a
time
rune,
out
one
Seminary
by
company
fpimtlie Bangor Theological
residence of the bridegroom, corner
Warranted pure or money Clark. First ba«c on ball·, off Wln<d>w 5.
Bucktield.
was
the
vacation.
alarm
a
an
alarm.
The
on
week
given
by
fur the j'iist
Struck out. bv Clark 10; by Wlnelow 9. Left on Whitman ami Crescent Streets, William
tov shop whistle, which there is no refunded. It seems that those honest bases, P. 11. 8.9: L. V. H. 8.7. First base on
and Liua M. Olfene, of Norway,
-veil of Milford, X. H., eon
Jarv
western farmers are selling cobs at re- errors. P. H. 8. 2; L F H. S. β. Hit bv pitched Gary
is
in hearing. The
difficulty
were married by Rev. C. A. Brooks.
would
not ball, by Cltrk 2; by WlnMjv 1.
We
Umpires,
ofthi· .te Simon S. Stowell. has visiteti divided into five districts, as named last munerative prices.
After a short trip they will take up their
Gates, Clason and Sliaw.
iere duriug the past week.
rela-iv
week, with a hose company iu each dus- recommend cobs as
residence at the Gary homestead where
r or
wears feathers, ha
hair
lnvthimr
that
WKST
PABIS
1.
PAKI8
SOUTH
was
Kinaldo
whistle
the
son
the
and
trict
When
0;
blown,
Mr< Fred B. Wiggin
the marriage took place. Mr. and Mrs.
wool, but it might answer for dessert
two weeks company in that district was to
West Paris lost their game to South
went >.uurday for a visit of
Gary are well known by all Norway
now and then.
was
in
Lovell.
alarm
the
The
tirst
above
afternoon
Paris Saturday
given Monday
by
with Mr- Wiggin'e people
citizens.
,.
.„
a surprisingly cheap estimate
What
called
and
after
7
was
soon
o'clock,
final
scoro
the
score.
eveniug
Although
Rmv. E. S. Cotton of the Baptist
some people
themselves,
Mr and Mrs. Carl Mason bave return- out the
place
upon
the
near
sixth
fairgrounds.
to
the
rather
inning
company
one-sided, up
church attended a series of meetings at
ed from their wedding trip, and are oc- Tliev ran out their hose carriage, coup selling out the whole thing and iakin„ the score was one to one and the game
Rumford Falls the past week ou TuesStreet.
euj>y ;;itC their home on Church
led to the nearest hydraut, laid 100 feet of their pay in cobs or other worthless an interesting one to watch. It was in
and Wednesday.
day
let
man
h»iutruck
However,
cheapen
the eighth inning that West Paris went
Mrs ( vreue Bean returned last week hose, and put on water their tuneTrom
Kev. S. G. Davis of the Universalist
self as he can and may aud oftentimes to
·>- 1-2
aud allowed the opposing team church attended the state convention at
pieces
fruni a v^itof some three weeks with the tirst blast of the whistle beiug
does it is extremely doubtful if he can to
get six scores on four hits and some Biddefordand last Sunday preichedat
relatives ami frieuds iu Bethel and
make himself valueless to the
more companies and the hook possibly
cosily errors.
Hallowell.
ticiniiy.
and
who
him
human
who
made
God
ou
and ladder company were called
Theecore:
Some work has been done on the roads
a life that shall run parallel
him
A large number, mostly of the young Tuesday
gave
two
'he
remsin
ng
night,
SOUTH PARIS.
by the commissioners. While the highwith hil"own when the moon has fallen
peuple, attended the graduating exer- hose companies Thursday ni^h
A.n. κ. Β II. P.O. A. K.
ways are not in very bad condition there
and the stars with
ï the Norway High School Thursciser
1 urti
made slower time except the com pa > out of the heaven*
0
114
Sprlnz. 2-b.. ...........5
places that should bo repaired to
Rather a complicated Johnson, 1-b
are dim.
0
0
5
11
2
1
The
day evening.
in District No. 4. east of the river.
On Bridge Street, on top
some extent.
0
0
0
I
4
1
c.f
their house and atïiir is man and difficult to understand. K. ^haw,
3
of tho bridge, the water and mud is in
5
3
2
2
Harry M. Wheeler, principal of the hydrant is very near
3 b
Lowell,
uatil
understand
stir
Don't
you
wh> Parlln, ρ
their time
"
®
»
3
1
Caribou High School, arrived home the men being on hand made
evidence at all times when there is mud
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for a.record your hand and foot obey the volition of Ford.e.s
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Thursday night for the summer vacation, 51 seconds. The rivalry
1 anywhere.
0
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2
the
f
4
all
I
understand
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will!
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you
was pretty sharp, and while it is not
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springs
hatred,
men
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0
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at the
4
1
thought to be true that any of the
Hubbard, c
J> all last summer the stand-pipe
Jo!.a Martin, formerly one of the best slept iu the hose house, it is said to be a
hope and fear? And where are they
to an im2 heid of Water Streot, owing
9
8
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Totals
kni'-vu residents of South Paris, whose
that several men of one company located? And have you a knowledge of
perfect shut-off or valve, caused the
that part of man that can solve the in
h me .s now at Rumford Falls, has been
WEST PARIS.
spent their evenings just outeidethe
street to bo blessed with a mud jole.
the stars an.
measure
here for few days on a visit.
A.B. Κ. B.II
P.O. A. E.
door while at one hose bouse, although iricate, can
exist now in both
0 The same conditions
0
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fathom the skies, can capture the elec- W. Farnum. r.f
will unless they receive some
and
Mr··. Albert D. Park accompanied Mr. there was not a man in sight, theι doors
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of the trical king and bid him go work out the J.Farnum.p
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Rartlett. 2-b
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shout down through all the »',und,°K L. Rowo,
0
15.- not amount to very much they greatly
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place .ist week. They made the journey
Rld'on,
underto
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caves of ocean,
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0
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"Pacific,"
Glover.
3
by team.
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\ mar the attractiveness of the village
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0
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4
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Analvze
is
understood
It
Vcrrlll,
entirety
service on several occasions, has had
places in the street*?
if
can,
us"
the
schedule of trains on the Grand Trunk
you
component parts
pretty hard luck during the i>ast year, give
Will Cherry of Boston is enjoying hi*
will ,'t> into effect next Sunday. Trains and it continued this time. First the and tell us if you dare
f„„ ii .tru' vanatiiin with his mother. Mrs.
Score by Inning*.
him
behind
forever.
is
death
hasped
will run as they have for the past few
as
to
so
engine was tried out easily,
12 3 4 5 0 7 8 9-Total. Helen Cherry, in this village.
close and lie is carried
summers.
sbuw that it was in working condition, when his eyelids
Mr*. Frank Barker of Bath is with tier
Tell us if South P.irl*,. ....ϋ 0 ο 1 ο 1 1 0 0- »
out from anion# the living.
to
see
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then
N .ndav,
1 00000000—1
preparations
West Parle
June 10th, will be observed and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schnuer,
dare that we are like the "streaks of
brakes
full
the
you
With
do.
it
would
what
First
i.
W.
Lowell
Two base hlts.
Fnrnutn,
a- Manorial Sunday by Mt. Mica Lodge
Gieonloaf Avenue, for a few days.
the machine morning cloud that melt away iuto the ba*e on bills off Parnuin 0; ofTParlln 0. Struck
I W. Waite and company composed of
fold Fellows, Mt. Pleasant Kebekah of men, Kod Hall mounted
ont, by Farnum 3; bvParllntt. Left un banes,
"Down infinite azure of the past."
order.
familiar
the
with
and
gave
Aurora
Encampment,
Double pluys, C. R. Stevenson, Ed Kneelandand others
Lige aud
West I art· 11; South Paris β.
an
of
act
is
but
And
yet-and yet—it
front!" She started easy, a little quicker
Glover to Bartlctt to Kmery ; Glover to Emery to
in a fishing trip on Thompson
appropriate exercises.
to lock the hen house door K1 Ion. First nane on errors. West Parle 1: took
and λ little quicker, and then "Brake prudence
Pond the first of the week. The fourSome of the South Paris people are her down!"—and just at that point the when the occupants have gone to roost SouWj Paris 4. lilt by pltcbe.l ball, by Parlln 3;
Scoror, W. S. pound fish exhibited in Mr. Waited
in the season of the year when the chick- bv tarn uni 1. Umpire, Curtis.
sure that the late Miss Holmes, to whom
packing blew out of one of the plungers, ens
show window after the expedition atfrom McKenney.
are good and fat.
reference was made in the last issue of
"Midway
and
near
bringby,
spattering everybody
tracted much attention.
WK8T i*ahis 2d 5; toy shop 4
the I democrat, taught school in South
nothing to the Deity" is man. A god,
to a sudden stop.
the
trial
Morrill Puller and^crew built a new
ing
for flying or for
Paris, as they went to school to her.
Paris-West Paris
After the South
On Friday the engine was put in or- or a worm—a capacity
walk from the street to the assessors'
for
crawla
with
predilection
game the toy shop team of this village office this week.
evening it was given an- crawling,
Principal P. E. ilathaway of the Nor- der, and that
This time it worked to the ing perhaps.
played against the second team at West
way High School was surprised at his other test.
Hay Bonnett has painted the fire alarm
whence
came
the
wonder
I
expression,
Paris. This game was a great deal more
aud a stream
h.'ir.t· here Thursday evening by the de- satisfaction of everybody,
boxes. The new box for Pleasant Street
it
is
what
But
that
'■Red
Letter
West
won
was
Day."
and
the
above
by
finally
interesting
livery of a large, handsome plate glass was thrown some distance
will be placed at once.
was when the two Potuonas fraternized Paris 2d
by the close score of 5 to 4.
niirr r. the gift of the graduating class roof of Pythian Block with it.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank H. Xoyes and
at Mountain Grange Hall on Tuesday,
OTHKK GAMES.
in his school.
daughter Mildred left for a visit at West
June 4. A very large gathering from
A Brief Visit from Gipsies.
South Paris Grammar School second Medford, Mass., the first of the week.
The uieetiug ot the East Oxford Local
near-by and farther-away granges. We
Mrs. D. L. Joslin was called to AuA very brief visit it was, before the consider it the best we ever attended. team defeated Paris Hill at the brick
I ui.i;. ,.f Christian Endeavor at Rutnford
school house grouuds Saturday after- gusta the first of the week by the death
folded their The
Fj
ast week was attended by several tourists, by special request,
only drawback is the shortness of
of her mother.
noon by a score of 11 to 4.
1 re, including Rev. A. K. Baldwin, tents and drove out of town.
time between trains.
fr
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Caldwell intend to
John.
They struck into S >uth Paris from a
Mrs. T. S. Barnes, Mrs. F. A. Taylor,
At the fair grounds Saturday aftertake up their residence in Tulare, Col
of
latter
in
the
direction
part
M.
Susie
Miss
lost
a
northerly
Mi>s Eva E. Walker,
noon Norway High School
closely in the near future, with the hope that
the forenoon Saturday, and camped by
Norway High School Graduation.
contested game to liridgton. The final
Wheeler, and George Clifford.
Mr. Caldwell's health will be benefited
the sand bank just over the Park Street
well filled scoro was
The Opera House was
Norway
Bridgton High 0,
V!i members of Mt. Pleasaut Rebekah
the change. Mrs. Caldwell bas a sisby
There were four double teams, Thursday eveniug fi»r the graduating
bridge.
δ.
High
I
ter living in Tulare, a Mrs. Gilbert A.
-,'e are asked to come prepared to and the number of people were variously exercises of the class of 1907 in Norway
make wreaths after the regular lodge
Several of the young men from this Upton.
reported a' from thirty to forty. Prob- Hi(;h School. Music was furnished by
Irene Hazen, Lena and Lizzie Shank
to Hebron Saturday forenoon
meeriajj Kuday evening of this wees. ably twenty would be nearer.
Stearns' Orchestra. There are fourteen place went
Hill will work during the summer in a KenAh next Sunday is the Odd Fellows' I
the Hebron-Kent's
And they were genuine Gipsies, no members in the class. The programme to witness
the
for
memorial Sunday the wreaths
Hebroo won by a score of 10 to nebunkport hotel.
poor white trash imitation. The deep of the exercises, all of a high order of game.
The baccalaureate sermon delivered by
4. Kent's Hill had one bad inning in
purpi >.e will be made at this time.
swarthy complexions, the second-hand merit, was as follows:
which
colored
they allowed Hebron to score 5 Rev. S. O. Davis at the Universalist
L
Mason of the Mason Manufac- horses and wagons, the gaudy
Prayer.
church was most scholarly and sound.
runs.
of dirt which overSalutatory. The Wealth of Poverty,
turing (\>. was in town the tirst of the costumes, the layer
The church was crowded.
thievish
Adeline Sara Brett·
week on a trip with bis touring car. spread the whole outfit, and the
a
in
were
broken
records
All base ball
Ruth Georgia Front
Mrs. Freeland Howe returned with Mr.
that Home Influences
Acc< mpinyiag him were Mrs. Mason, tricks of the people, all testified
of the and Mrs. A. £. Morrison for a short visit
Itself.
in A Street Hallway Which RepairsPratt Kneehndf game Saturday between two teams
'ueit > ungson, his sister, Mrs. Barker they were the real thing, as exact
Rilph
Grammar
School
Boston
Greater
League. at Rumford Falls.
been
nlu<
I'Ucy Viol Frost*
of Kangor, and the child's nurse. Their every detail as tbey could have
.T.rue
Fannie Stuart Boy η toot The game went 28 full innings, neither
Horace C. Oxnard has purchased the
t las- II story
Ahner Hill Manut team being able to score from tho third
itinerary was through Oxford County to made to appear on the stage.
as a Housemaid,
Klectricltv
Dr. S A. Bunnell place on Crescent
were
thievish
But
their
propensities
Uol Ile De lie Front f
tue White Mountains.
The Worth of Character
until the last of the 28th inning. Street. Mr. Oxnard will move from bin
their undoing. Soon after their arrival The Choice of a College,. .George Clark Leavlttt inning
LouTee Marie Shank t It took nearly eix hours of continuous farm to the village.
Ail the schools in town close Friday of a number of the .women invaded the vil,,®lf
Allce BrnenUne Schnuer* play to complete the game.
Up-to-date
this week
L. J. Brooks will build on Danforth
The completion of the
lage aud picked up a few small sums Portia,H£).|,b?<?
The Meal Woman.
ball playing finally won the game, a safe Street, on the J. S. Holt lot, a two-story
ooursi by the graduating class in the
Bertha Winona Frostt
fortunes. One of them persuaded
telling
bunt, a stolen base, a put-out and the house this season.
■ntf school will be a quieter affair than a citizen, in order to help on the fortuue Maine ae a S uni nier Report,
Karl Thomas Thlbodeau* squeeze play bringing in the winning
A. E. Verrill, Esq., of Auburn, was in
muai, as the class took a trip to Wash- telliug, to
his pocket book in her The
place
of Phyalcal Culture,
Importance
runs. With grammar school boys playing town Thursday on business connected
·η.ΓΌ in March in place of the graduall
the
it
of
Noblet
watch
Elizabeth
l-ona
he
hands,
keeping
this kind of ball there seems to be no with insurance matters.
ating exercises, and those, for the first time. After she had finished and given Naiedtctory, Perseverance,
Hesele Lincoln Chase* danger of the great national game lostime in many years, will be omitted.
him back the pocket book, he counted
Presentation of Diplomas.
ing its hold on the people.
the mouey it contained and fouud it was
Aak for Allen'· Foot-Eme.
ie building on Market Square which
Class Ode.
short. He secured Jailer
dollars
five
A powder for swollen, tlre<l, bot, smarting feet
Mala· New· Not·*.
W.
Course.
w»s formerly occupied by Myron
Course.
Scientific
tEnglish
•Latin
Farrar and promptly looked the woman
Sample »ent CREE, alio Free Sample of ΎοοτMaxim has been purchased by Arthur E.
evening the commencement
Eask Sanitabt Cohn-Pai>, a new Invention.
Friday
was voluble and defiant in
She
up.
Hon. W. W. Stetson, state superin- Address, Allen S. 01ra»ted. Le Roy, Ν. Y.
)isiark, who is making repairs upon it. It broken English, but finally returned the ball was given in the opera house, and
that it will be occupied by
An order of four- tendent of schools, whose resignation
was well attended.
understood
and was allowed to go.
money
résiand
An^elo ( avalieri as fruit store
with music by takes effect July 1st, has been elected to
Born.
The band was then notified to move teen dances was enjoyed,
and that the store in Pythian
and Charles S. Akers as floor a professorship in the Nebraska State
on, and early in the afternoon the caval- Stearns,
Bi"vk where he now is will be fitted up
that
state.
in
Peru
at
Normal
School
cade moved out of town toward the manager.
Id Pari·, June β, to the wife of Donald P.
'or the use of the Paris Trust Co.
south. The visit was not an unmixed
The Thomas Brackett Reed Memorial Chapman, a daughter.
Commencement.
Hebron
In Went Sumner. June 4, to the wife of H. C.
diverhour's
an
Association of Portlaud has organized
Hie county commissioners have bar- evil, for they furnished
Thoma», a daughter.
The following'is the programme of under a special act of the last legislature.
In Andover, to the wife of John Noyee, a
gained for the Blake pasture, situated sion to the populace.
commencement week at Hebron Acad- There is about $40,000 now available for daughter.
we.-· of the court house and adjoining
In IMckva'e, June 1, to the wle of W. W.
the monument. As soon as #10,000 more
emy:
ne Muntv land.
The pasture is bountiFlag Raising Day.
Child, a daughter.
be
will
work
begun.
June 10, Sunday, 11 a. m.—Baptist is secured
In Norway. May 27, to the wife of Leslie H.
•T "opplied with rock, and will furThis week Friday, June 14, is fi»g
Flint, a daughter.
°
baccalaureate sermon by Rev. A.
'he material that will be needed raising
New
church,
in
observed
First
week
last
Cobb
Governor
appointed
day.
In Fait Stoneham, May, to the of wife V. H.
"r a stone
breaking yard in connection York state by order of the governor P. Wedge, Lowell, Mass.
Charles P. Hutch, formerly natioual Llttlehale, a son.
P.
8
m.—Baptist
witli the jail for a long time. The com17.
June
In Λη·!ονιτ Mass., May 30. to the wife of Rev
Monday,
bank examiner for Maine, state auditor
Juue 14. 1&>7, by solicitation of the
(V. E. Lombard, a a .n.
debate.
missioners will have a meeting here
to fill the office created by the legisla"Sons of the Revolution," it ha» now church, prize
Kezar Fills, May '28, to the wife of Her
In
eotue time this week.
June 18, Tuesday, 10 a. m—Annual ture. He also
a ion.
become a regular anniversary, observed
reappointed Leroy T. beit Stacy,
Sturteof
board
of
trustees,
the
H.
Rumford Fall··, June 2, to the w.fe of John
meeting
In
G.
A.
the
and
by
schools,
Carleton chairman of the commissioners
James i) Kipley of North Paris suf- in public
McDonald, λ eon.
vant Hall, reading room.
OffiRelief
the
of
Corps.
members
of inland fish and game.
ered the amputation of the third finger and
June 18, Tuesday, 2 p. m.—Base ball
of the observance of the day
hlH "Rht hand last week. Mr. and cial notice
An unusually large number of prisonof game.
Ladies
local
our
received
been
by
has
« rs.
Kipley have been here for some the G. A. R., and it is hoped that all of
June 18, Tuesday—Sturtevant home, ers were given sentences in the Cumbers<)
Mr. Ripley could be treated
it receptiou of senior class to alumni and land Superior Court at Portland MonIn West Paris, June 1, by Rev. I. S Macduff
our citizens having a flag will display
a sore on that
day. Edward J. Owens and John Quinn, Mr. >nttl Helkklnen nnd Miss Arta Pulkklnen.
linger which, starting on 'hat day.
friends, 8 to 10 P. if.
·" 1
ten both of Paris.
of
church,
convicted
asiight wound, had developed into
robbery,
got
June
highway
the
Wednesday—Baptist
is
to inspire
19,
The object of the day
Rev. A T. Salloy, Mr.
In LewUton, June 1,
a case of
blood poisoning. This finally
years each. Earl Edburt, who stolo the M'a* L liean and Mlesby
Edna A. Cole, both of
with the spirit of graduating exercises, 10 A. M.
(tot r<> the point where amputation seem- risiug geueration
Castner jewels, got two years.
June
Wednesday—Commencement
Paris
of
19,
South
observance
Flag
patriotism. The
,0
In Brunswick, June A, by Rev. L. W. Coon·,
necessarv, and the entire finger
Sturtevant home, 1 to 3.
LIFE.
Day in the public schools is becoming dinner,
Mr. Lut-lan W. Ulanchard of Rumford Falls and
was taken out at the palm.
June 19, Wednesday—Class exercises,
C audi» M. Prle.t of Pltt«flel I
Miss
general.
r
The poet'· exclamation: "O Life! I
3 p. ii.
I η Norway, J une ft, by Re v. C. A. Brooke, M
J. H. Little.
l ee, the Democrat did try last week tc
a
is
in
thee
feel
William
by
veins,"
Gary and MU* Llna M. Olfcne, both of
my
bounding
June 19,
Wednesday—Concert
make Peering Street, running east by
Schubert quartette, assisted by Grilley, joyous one. Persons that can rarely or Norwav
F MarsIn Letrlston, June 1. by Rev. Perclval
church, corner on Pleasant
Savings Bank Taxes.
never make it, in honesty to themselves
of Portland
reader, 8 p. m.
ton, L>r. Samuel Brackett Tbombs
acj,e
of Lewlstoi.
a feat tjjmt can't
The state savings bank tax committed
ll>et;
Address to graduating class by Gov. are among the most unfortunate. They and Mrs. Jennie Jordan I'lnkbam
lu Norwav, June 5, by Itev. B. S. Hideout, Mr
an^ 33 everybody doubtlest to the state treasurer by the state asses- William T. Cobb.
do not live, but exist; for to live implies
'ι'; 'I
Arthur A. Derrick and Miss Kthelyn A. Cum
eaiized. the attempt to do it was solely sors last week amounts to 1229,542.31
To live is to be well
more than to be.
mlngs both of Norway.
* result of one of those unaccountable
A reproduction of the big battleship and strong—to arise feeling equal to the
In North Waterford, June 4, by Rev. E. A.
against $223,242 84 last year. Amounts
in
'! rs which sometime** occur even in a
craft
and
fastest
and
banks
Runiball, Mr. John L. Davenport of Worcester,
finest
retire
the
to
and
duties of the day,
Georgia,
ordinary
against the Oxford Couuty
and Mr·. Ellen R. Mille» of North Wa«spaper office. The new street sigt trust companies are as follows:
the United States navy, will be one of not overcome by them—to feel life Mass.,
terford.
(,n the corner of Park and Deering
Mr
the great civic parade bounding in the veins. A medicine that
of
features
the
91,115.79
Bank
In
Norway, June 1, by Rev. Β S. Rldcout.
Bethel Saving»
1,166.74 which will be held in Bath on Governor's has made thousands of
Arthur Llnwood Verrill of South Pari· and Miss
street», near the Baptist church.
Vorwav Saving* Bank,
people, men and Jonnie
*).· 33 I
of
Tburaton
Norway.
Belle
So ith Part· Saving» Back
The
week.
Georgia women, well and strong, has accomplish1,<J40.73 I day of tercentennial
In South Hiram, June 3. by Rev. Henry Peare,
Children's Sunday was observed at the Hum font FaJleTrurt Co
Bath and recently Presi- ed a great work, bestowing the richest Mr. Harry C. Huntress of Ulram and Miss Florwas built In
Iron
mversaliet church by an appropriate
Bath
the
W. Stanley of South Hiram.
of
ence
S.
Hood'i
dent John
Hyde
blessings, and that medicine-is
fnion in the morning by the pastor
In North Parts, June 1, by Dr. Ο. K. Yates,
A peculiar combination of mishaps oc- Works made arrangements with John
The weak, run-down, oi
of South Pails
Sarsaparilla.
tne
on
Highland! A. Lord to build a working model of the
Efq Mr. Tburlow C. Uazelton Parla.
kittle, and a special service at curred one day recently
debilitated, from any cause, should not an>t Misa Ενα M. Eetes of NoithGeo.
ι
A. Chandler,
*"
service a number ol in Houlton. A little girl was taking care
of one-fourth of an fail to take it. It builds up the whole
In West Sumner, June 1, by
scale
the
on
chit
and while carrying Georgia
Mr. Clyde S. Walker and Mia· Carrie
'.ruu Were baptized, and the cantata of her baby brother,
inch to the foot. The model will have system, changes existence into life, and Etq.,
Rumford Falls.
of
him.
both
Morse
Austin,
stunned
which
fall
him
Thit
n-ler the Palms," was given.
him let
revolving turrets with gnns which can makes life more abounding. We are
In Canton. Hay 28, by Rev. John M. Paige,
an at a is base*! on the return of the The little girl rushed to a neighboring
lowered as in the real ship. glad to say these words in its favor to Mr Ernest E. Dyke ami Mian Elinor A. Bacon.
the excite be raised and
In
and
* lews from the
mother
in
forber
in
Babylon house
captivity
will require a float about 17 feet
the readers of our columns.
Mann was has- It
*** *'Teo
by a large choir of looa I meat fainted away. heDr.
for this model.
•i„
to the bou«e length
went
aud
Moor<
summoned
Miss
Mr. Moore and
You can't tell a woman's age after she
tily
he was in tho
Any 1* Tear Old «trï
takes Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
orway. and a chorus of children. A with his team. While
I
Into
and
ran
I Can make thoee delicious Lemon, Chocolate
In East Hiram, May 3d, Mrs. Octavla Rankin.
amount of preparation was réquir
house the horse took fright and
Her complexion is fine. She is round,
Z,,or this
horse coming mad- tu»tard pie· as wll as the more experienced
In Sumner, June 6, Frank L. Β irretL
cantata, and it was tlnelj a near by barn. The
cook If she use* "OUR-"IE" pieparatlon, which plump and handsome; in fact she ii
Rumford Falls, June 5, Mrs. Frank A.
In
old
an
gen- Is now sold by nearly all groeers at 10 cents per
P»en. The church,
Tea
or
Tablets.
36
which waa al ly into the barn frightened
cents,
young again.
Brooke.
he
package. Just the proper Ingredients la each f. A. Shurtleff & Co, O. D. Stevens.
In Dlxfleld, June 2, Harrison Wblie.
ior lhe occaaion, waa Alloc tleman who was there and
"J1*0
wlth
Interested audienoe
down a scuttle hole and reoeited Injurie·,

'^Kimball

Λβ follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of the town
of Grafton, thence running southerly Hong the east line of
said Grafton, to the northwest corner of the Public Lot that
lies in the northwest part of said Andover North Surplus;
thence easterly along the north lln« of said Public Lot 160
rods, more or less, to the northeast corner of said Public Lot;
thence easterly in the same direction 84 rods, mors or less:
thence northerly 25 rod to the road leading to the town of
line
Upton; thence northwesterly ulong said road to the south
or C Surplus, so called; thence westerly along the south line
a
to
of said C Surplus to the point of beginning, according
in
survey and plan of said surplus mode by £. McC. Macy.
I.
Ε.
owned
to
be
by
1905. 8aid described land Is reputed
Brown and contains one hundred seventy-four acres, more or
less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being lot 24 In said suraccording to a survey and plan of said surplus made by
Said lot is reputed to be owned by
!. McC. Macy, In 1906.

Rug Stock

Greatest

5; LISBON F AL 1,8 H S 3.
The salary of the Norway postmaster
High School closed its bane ba ' has been increased one hundred dollars.
se.won Saturday afternoon with a victor f
The June term of the Norway Municby defeating Lisbon Fall· High Schoc 1 ipal court was held on Tuesday. Several
team in the first
Ρ

Paris

Βγ^.'

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haskell of Au
were guest» of Mr. Haskell's sis
ter, Mrs. L. A. Rounds, over Sunday'.

J

AND STEPHEN

For the second time within a fei
weeks the village
suffered a bad Are Sunday night, wtaei
the Glen Mountain House, the only hot*
in the place, the store, stable and dwell
ing house of George L.

can

I burn

M

NOBWAY.

Bue Ball.

Pond.

TROPKBTY BUBNED.

day

.tally; 3*> p.>i
«eeO-»«Iâ.
«-· *
M*·
Rev. Mr. Baldwin of the Congregation
sunaar;
al church and Rev. Mr.
CHUBCHKS.
Kewley of th
A. K. BaU l. Methodist church
exchanged pulpit
.,·.„<ri.,jatlonal Church. Rev.H>:45
A
M
I
service,
; Sunday morning.
Γ 1
,οοΙ VI M.: Veeper· 4 30 P. M. ; Y. I
The ladies of the Congregational Socia ι
Church prayer inectlnjc We*
.IP
\UE Î
K.' o'clock. AU, not othei
.· l'ulutf at
Circle will hold a food sale at the stor<
■** l>
Invited.
cordially
a«
P
of C. W. Bowker on three Saturdays
*
κ
tt nurch Kev. II. A.Clifford, Pastoi
praver meeting Io.Wa. M. ; June Λ>, July 27, and August 31. Tb(
''n>uu;''
c 1045 "a. v.; Sabbath Schot ! sale will
begin at 3 o'cl< ck P. m.
League Meeting 6 00 p. *
'"Kpworthmeeting
17 00 p. *.; prayer meel
,,n»vcr
J.
Bird and Lester Twitchell art
Roy
i't-lny even tog; cla^e meeting, Frlila; r at home from the
University of Maine
Church. Rev. J. Wallace Cheebrc ;ind others of the boys will be at hom«
a
10:45
service
m -uuilay. preaching
from there within a few days, as this u
1vî'
t
^hoofii *■. V. P. S. C. K.. 8:15
*
even ! I commencement week at the university
meeting 7 .w P. *· i
-ervlce 7Λ0. scats free. Allan !
Register of Probate A. D. Park hw
Paetoi
very handsome new gold watch wbicB
*TnHtr-Alïet Church, Rev. J. H. Little,
every Sunday « 10:45 a m
Ά
Arvlce
he
recently found at the table under hu
F
tiool at M *· Jealor tnlon at 3 .4 dinner
*v
plate. It was a gift from hu
I'- at 7 P. *.
wife and it is ueedless to say Mr. Park κ
βΤΛΤΚΟ ΜΚΚΤΙΝΟβ.
I much pleased with it.
Reeula:
.·
M —Pari- Lodge, So. i«.
ν
tues'lay evening on or before fUlluioon
Bright new paint gives an improved
regular meet
°f v ;> ¥ -Mount ilka Lodge,week.-Auron
! appearance to the Starbird barbershop
τι -ell iv evening of each
iU,> Ul,rU Monday evening,
building on Market Square, and the new
which Mr. Starbird has recently
Pleasant Uebekah LodM.No
"'ή-" K-M'unt an-t
I
put in likewise make a great improvefourth Friday* o? eacl
.êcoml
Hail.
ment
in
the looks of the interior.
M.i,! Fellows
®
.V Iv. Kimball Post, No. 143, meet.
of
eacl
Mr*
C. Ordway entertained the
S.
I,Van! 1 rI .aturvlay evening»
Delia Alphas Saturday evening, in honor
U.
A
La.ltes
of
the
Clitcto.
"«'Γ
of Miss Marguerite Clifford, who is to
:rs£ ·η·ί third Saturday evenings ol
Β
mi. t*·"*
leave town next week.
la ci rand Ami Hall.
1
to
Oct.
1, were served, and
:»arti Grange. irom May
*V f
games were played.
during th«
Saturday;
third
m·I
'm
®
Miss Clifford was presented with a gold
*1
the year, meets every Saturday, In
I locket.
and fourth Mondays ol
The following are the closing exercises
j> _stouy Brook Lodge, No. ldl, I for the Tubbs school :
e\
,!i! ami fourth Wednesday evenings
t.
oln*

GLEN MOUNTAIN HOU8K

Mrs Dr. Stewart has been visited for a
Mr. and Mn

^eoeUotu·:

Bryant's
—

I few days by her parents,
I Maxwell, of Sabattus.

βυΐ'ΓΜ rvaxe rosr unies.
7 Λ) Α. μ. to 7 =30 P. «.

THAW#

Bed Fire at

k

18 72
41 76
24 48
20 16
23 04
15 84
13 68
10 63

11 45
11 62
5 76

14 40

PASCAL P. GILMORE, State Treasurer.

£££ /V·
£Ar!7v0RuIA
(Jjt/yzT&ZZw.
Til KM Ym lira AImjs Dwelt

The Dram and the Stick·.
Ao Aoirnal Story For
(Dearer Poet.)
to
Little PolK·
moet
II la mighty hard for
people
to the UdlM I
CornapoBdeao· on lopto· of latorwt
aalst temptation to joke. Lut night
U aofloited. Addreaa : Editor Homulaxku1
bend played in the lobby of the Albany
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paria, Me
otel In honor of the delegates to the
lundrymen'a convention. After the
Tempting Salads.
male wea over the bend wee told to reThe
am et 9 end pley aome more.
No. 124.—Doubl· Acrostic.
Δ dog saw η rabbit Hitting in the
ASPARAGUS SALAD.
nare drummer naked the cigar girl if he
Primais and finals name α beautiful
her until he- middle of η field munching away upon
with
hiadram
leave
lnob
in
cold
boiled
Cut
light
aaparagn·
spring flower found growing along
mod arrange in nee ta of lettnoe etnrned. She took the drum and pot it a carrot top.
country lanes.
η a abelf behind her and then her
Serve with
eaves.
"I'll jUHt catch that rabbit," said the

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

PIANOS.

Β Disappointed Dog

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are sold for just as low
are all first class, high grade instruments, and
Also I have
instrument.
the
of
money as they can be sold for the quality
Prices
on
hand.
stock
always
several medium grade pianos. A large
we will try and interest you in
and
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
easy.
the best

pianos

w.

that

are on

1. Tbe color or luster of a diamond.
2. One of tbe western states.
8. Delicate trimmings made of fine
thread.
4. To fall suddenly Into water.

the market.

J*. Wheeler db Co.,
Billings BlooK,

uth Pari·,

DECORATE.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands,

Maine.

Weighs I200jbs.

Sired by Dark Devil, by Mambri.no King, "The Handsomest
Horse in the World." Dam Jewel.

|

JEWEL.
DAM OP

LORD MARCH

DIAMOND KINO
POINT DEXTER

J.ll i-a
2.10 1.4
).ιιι·ι

p)

In the play of "Macbeth."

Sired by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.
siux OP

OrvM (p>
i.im
Wardwell
2 14 14
Architect
2.14 i-i
Ami 46 cithers In
AND OF THE DAMA OP

(p)
ip)

3.151-4
2 1C 14

1.1*1-4

2J0

[Anagrams.]

John I. then use nack.
When for tier, tliln eagle J.
Cars held skein C.
Kid sang go wait glue.

1.
2.
3.
4.

LYMAN

roubles

DRESSING.

tepped

Beat the yolka of four egga until tblok,
and add gradually, while beating oonatantly, one-fourth cup olive oil; then
add one-fourth cnp vinegar, and one

cream

man
a

bny

who

and
cigar dog.
speed.

you?"

re

The girl laughed, bnt did not reply to
he joke. The man bought hla cigar and
aoxed away, very well pleeaed with bim-

bot

tablespoon lemon juioe. Cook
water until mixture thickens, and cool;
then add gradually one-fourth oup olive
oil! two teaspoons powdered sugar, one
teaspoon salt, and a few grains cayenne.
Just before serving add one pint heavy
over

began. The flrat
up to the atand to

mlled and aaid:
"Trying to drnm np a little buaineaa,

beaten until stiff.

CHICOBY SALAD.

Separate the leaves from one head of
chicory, wash thoroughly, drain, and arrange in salad bowl as near the original
shape as possible. Just before serving
time pour over

away he went after it at full

But he was not quick enough, for
Mr. Kahblt saw him, dropped bis carrot top und scampered. Oh, it wae a

loticed the drumsticks.

"or

man

standing near by did,

Men's Straw

Arrange small thin slices of rare cold
roast beef, thinly sliced cold boiled potatoes, el iced tomatoes, and cold cooked
string beans on a bed of lettuce. Pour
over French dressing, to which is added
one-half teaspoon finely chopped onion,
and serve with mayonnaise dressing.

Souths'Straw Hats,
Straws for the Little Ones
Crash Hats, Duck Hats,

No. 127.—Chared·.

2.0814
2.081-4

Pa«elng Belle (p)
King Charles (p)
Moonstone (p)

To ponder deeply Is my first
And do It o'er and o'er.
My sscoND. If you'd quench a thirst,
To It you must add more.

tablespoons

COUNT DIRECT.
Out of the dam of Chimesbrino

2:28 1-2.

(4,)

l>eautiful

A

TROTTER. FOALED JUNE 25, 1902. BRED BY C. J.
and HARRY DAMLIN, EAST AURORA. Ν. Y.

I
I Direct Hal.
Record 2 KM 14. Winner of
IS race· and orer |2S,iM)
In one year. Hold· (with
Prince" Direct) world'»

pacing

ΪΛ5ΐ3.

record,

team

t.The Countess
Dam of Chlmeabrlno
23811

(*)

j
|

Record* 2 "OS 1-2- Sire of
Directly 2:0» 1-4; Direct
HallMl t; Bonnie Direct
1-4 and 51 others.
2
Beetle Hal
Dam of Direct Hal 21)4 3 4.

(Mambrlno

Klo* 1279
Sire of ft); dame of M InAbbot
The
Including
2KB 14; Shadow Chimes
I
2 .OA; The Monk 2 H» 3 4.
1*01ζ
Dam of Geyeer Boy 2 ΛΜ 1-4,
etc.

which

l»ears

red

Farm and Fireside.

BLACK COLT.

f Direct «113

vine,

flowers. Is suggested by the picture.—
No. 130.—Geographical Cube.
1.

Director 1««.
Sire of 3$; dams of 41.
Echora (great brood mare)
by Echo 462.
Tom Hal. Jr.. 16484.
Sire of 16; dame of 17.
Dau. of Prince Pulaski.

ο

ο

Ο

ο

ο

Ο

2.

Ο

Ο

8.

ο

ο

·

ο

ο

ο

4.

Mambrlno Patchen 33.
Sire of 23; dame of 132.
Belle Thornton.

ο

7.

Almont, Jr. 1829.

Sire of 47: dams of 58.
Mermaid (Grandam of 3)
Dictator 113.

by

Oalrue.

by Imp.
4th dam Lady Ketchum
Dam of La Oecaletta 2 r29 3-4.
by Warrior.
5th dam Madam Loonier
Dam of Dick Loonier 2 32 1-2, sire of Elastic Starch 2.24.

5. ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

ο

β.

From 1 to 2. the circle that forma
die southern limit of the north frigid
of Oeyser /.one; from 1 to 3, a «roui) of islands lu
Tbe Countess, dam of Chimesbrino (4), 2:2* 1-2, is out of Toilet, dam
Her dam. Mermaid, own sister the Atlautic; from 2 to 4, an island iu
Boy, 2:20 1-4, and Residuary Legatee, 2:31 1-2.
and Blaine, 2:27.
the Indlau ocean; 8 to 4, a river of
to La Oscaletta, 2:29 3-4, and grandam of Lucretia, 2:20,
Direct
2:03
of
England; 3 to 5. a country of Europe;
Hal,
1-2
1-4;
2:05
Directly,
son
of
Direct,
(sire
2:04
1-4,
Direct Hal,
and four others in 4 to «î. a city of Italy; 5 to 0, a city of
Prince
2:07,
2:05
Direct,
Direct
Bonnie
1-4;
2:04 1-4;
(4),
Tom Hal, France: 2 to 7. a city of France; 0 to
2:10,· etc.); dam Bessie Hal (grandam of Hal Chaffio, 2:05 1-4,) by
16934.
7. a towu near Paris noted for Its tine

Jr.,

porcelain.
Mambrlno King, 1279, sire of Lady of the Manor, 2:04 1-4; Lord Derby,
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3-4; Nightingale, 2:08; Mocking Boy, 2:08 1-2; King Charles,
of
and
the
dams
and
(52
No. 131.—An Aviary.
otbers;
2:08 1-2; Dare Devil, 2:09; Moonstone. 2:09.
Council
[Each names a bird.]
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk, 2:05 3-4; Shadow Chimes, 2:05;
Ed Easton,
1. Au old fashioned feminine
Chimes, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Chimes, 2:07 1-2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4;
etc.
2:09 3-4; Jersey Mac, 2.ΌΘ 3-4; The Queen, 2:10 1-4; King Chimes, 2:10 3-4,
2. A kind of writing desk.
race-horse
3. A very bright colored tool.
Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., son of of Direct Hal, the gretest
2.Ό5 3-4;

in the

grand circuit of

Terms

1903.

$25

to

Warrant.

WILL STAND AT THE STABLE OF

WHEELER,

J.

W.

Maine.

Paris,

South

19-26

of the Plant Industry BuildThe above illustration is from a photograph
Washington, D. C. It is located in the
ing. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Paroid
Roofing- The Government also
heart of the city and is covered with
barracks warehouses, etc. It uses Paroid because it
for

stables,
finds nothing its equal.
wareParoid is the ideal roofing for barnc, stables, sheds, poultry houses,
or siding.
It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing
slate
cinder
and
color,
proof, light
manent in character, is easvto lay, is sj>ark
uses

Paroid

run in summer.
contains no tar, does not crack and does not
for you. Write for free sample
What is good for the Government will be good
of nearest dealer.
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name
aad farm building plana.
Sand g J CSfit stamp for book of np-to-dau poultry

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out oJJ

patterns and clean

Free

Sufferers

A Full-sized 75c. Bottle of Uric-O,
The Only Absolute Cure for Rheumatism Ever Discovered.
WRITE FOR IT TO-DAY.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CHANDLER,

Builders Finish 1
I will rural** DOORS Utl WINDOWS of any
Blse or Sty)· at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If la nil of aoy kind of Flnleh for Iaal<le or
OuiaMe work, md la your order·. Ptae Lorn
bar aad Shingle· oa baa·! Cheap for Ca*h.

Planing, Sawing
Matched Hard

E.

W.

Wert Sumner,

to

Rheumatism

up stock.

E. W.

Paris,|Πβ.

and Job Work.

Wood Floor Board· for «ale.

CHANDLER,
....

Maine.

We went every man or woman who suffers
from Kheumatlsm ami has lost all faith In rem··
ill β to write ua today for an absolutely free

trial of the famous Smith Prescription, Uric-O.
for Kheuiuatlsm. Uric-O will care it and cure it
to »uy cured. No faith la required while taking

take U according to
directions, and you will be cured In »plte of
yourself and any doubts you may hare as to its
efficacy. We dont ask you to buy Uric-O on
We'll bo* a large 75c. boule for you and
faith
make you a present of it. If yon will agree to
take It according to directions.
Uila

superb remedy.

You

We could not afford to do this If we dldnt
have all the oonfldence In the world In Uric-O,
and know that after you are cured you would
have no hesitancy about recommending the remedy to all your friends and acquaintances who
This la the
are suffering from Kheumailsm.
method th it has made Uric-O famous wherever
Introduced. Th* cure of several ao-called Rheumatic Incurables In a community mean· a steady
Uric-Ο la good
sale of Uric-O in that vicinity.
It acta
for Bheuiuatiam and Rhenmatl'm only.
upon the blood by driving the arte and poisonous rheumatic acid from the system. This la the

be cured and It
la the Uric-O way. Most druggists sell Uric-O
bat If yoa want to teat it, cat oat this notice and

only way Rheumatism

can ever

HALIBUT

name.

&nd my lungs are now as sound as a bullet. I rccommend it in advanced stages
of lung trouble." Foley's Honey and
Tar stops the cough and heals the lungs,
and prevents serious results from a cold.
Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ

Co.

is

worth

living

Jack—"What's happened?"
went to a railway station
to see my sister off, and by some chance
Harry Hanson was there to see his sister
off, and in the rush and noise and confusion we got mixed, and I hugged his sister and he hugged mine."

George—"I

—

A man who is in perfect health, so he
can do an honest day's work when necessary, has much for which he should be
thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers of Branchton, Pa., writes that he was not only
unable to work, but be oouldn't stoop
Six bottles
over to tie his own ehoes.
of Foley's Kidney Cure made a new man
»f him. He says, "Success to Foley's
Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff 'A Co.

appetite they

We

are

to

Suits and

on

plenty

A. W. WALKER & SON,

line of Black Muslins

50c.

inch Black Taffeta Silk for

36

of WHITE SOLE HOSE

goods

as

Weight

Light

SOUTH PARIS.

on

Receiver's Sale.
The Receiver's Sale of the pr· 1. rty of
The Linen Manufacturing Co.. t
postponement of which was published id
the Oxford Democrat in the i«.sue of
Feb. δ, 11KX7, and subsequent Ism:es, ami
which, by order of court, was ρ -tponed
to May 29, 1907, at 12 o'clock, n< .0, of
which due notice was given in said Oxford Democrat, has been furil r postponed by order of court t<> July I \ I).
1907, at 12 o'clock, uoou. and unie**
otherwise ordered by the com t, ! olull
sell, at the mill of said The I.men
Manufacturing Co., at Snow's ;·Υ|* iq
Paris, in the County of Oxford, un said
first day of July, Α. I). I'.kjT. at 1^
o'clock, noon, to the highest bidder,
under the conditions of said υ >ti >· published February 5, 190", all tli>· pr ρ rty
deof The Linen Manufacturing (
scribed in said notice of February .1,
1907, and in the notices therein π ieried
to.
Dated at Portland, Maine, Ma\
1907.
CHARLES A. STROlT.
Receiver.
23.26

at last

well

as

a

yours,

■

I

bought

cents

a

Carriage Duster.

Summer

large job

lot of dusters

I

so

choice.

sell them at 25

can

Call and get first

price.

each, which is less than half

HILLS,

JAMES N. FAVOR, Kes°sfstthoerIuck"
OX Main St.,

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Worway. Malno.

ι

Portland Division.

Steamers leave Franklin Wbarf, Portland, week days at 7 P. m., Sundays at

8 p. if., for Boston.

improved laxative has beextremely popular with men
everywhere. It works so gently and
This

new,

effectively

that it

relief, and

never

the

at

fails

same

to

time

bring

never

Desirable Residence for Sale,

Orderlies

of the faults of the other laxathe market. They are entirely new
and better.
Positively do not gripe or
cause nausea.
Quickly and permanently
Are
cure constipation and sluggish liver.
not followed by any constipative reaction.
Regulate the bowels perfectly. Try them
and you will understand what an improve-

have
tives

none

on

they are over other remedies.
Pleasant, vanilla flavored tablets.

ment

Small Box

Specialist

Larga

Box

Specialist

(12 tablet·) 10ο.
(3· tablets) 2So.

THE

DR. PARMENTER

"king

of

all."
We have proven
time andtime again
that Rexall Remedies are kings above
all others.
For more than
two years an expert
travelled all over
the world in search
of extraordinary
Whenremedies.
ever he heard of a
wonderful cure of
any nature he did

KILLths COUCH

effect

see

ONSUMKION
and

used as a Hexremedy until the
properties had been
analthoroughly
never

all

PHOBATK m OTIC KM.
'<*»·
nil person* Interested In cither of the
hereinafter named
J ■·
At * Probate Court, hel'l et I'«rl·
·'
'or the County of Oxford, on the thirl Τ
"I
t'
on.
May, In the year ,·# .»ir Lord
iu-r
The I linwii
nine hun Ired and seven
11 "
having lieen presented for the action t
nerelnnftcr Indl.-.iie I. It lr hereby okkm;. j·
That notice thereof i<c (riven to all pert" «
leret.tc-1, by caudliir a copy of this or·
1
υ U bile hod HUM week» MWMHlTI
tb
it
font Democrat, h newai>a|icr published
Paris, In nald County, tliat they ma> hi -u i|v e1
Probate Court to t>e hel.t at sal I l'a
»t *
l>. 1
third Tuesday of .lune, A
of the clock In th forenoon, an.I tie hear tin t
on If tber see cause.
ο

1

1

druggists

STORE

REUBEN n. RWD. late <f tireeim
'«J
re»f
ceased; will «ml petition for prolab t->
K. Rand, the eie.uioi '■
Kbcn
by
presented
in name·!.
T.. KIMBALL STONK, late of Parls.de.·
will and petition for proi.ate thereof i.t. -i-t t··Ι
...vm-I.
by Kmlly M .Stone, the executrix thor<
■
EUGENE WADSWORTH, late of lllrain.
·'···*
ceased; will ami pitlUon for probate
ul'1
tie
presented l>y Walter B. Twltehell,

NOTICR

NEW STUDIO ON PEERING STREET

Engine and Boiler |

A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

For Rale Cheap.

therein nanie.1.

le
SUMNER SESSIONS, late of Wood t" k.
''
seated; petition that Leonard S.S »»lom·

w. Xj.

MJhJKRILL, Xorway, Me.

Picture Frames

A woman to do family cooking at I
the State School for Boys. Must be
Good reof high moral character.
thinking,
For further parThe remedy on which all dootors ferences required.
ticulars address,
agree,
rhe prescription all your friends are
E. P. WENTWORTH, Supt.
taking is
Portland, Maine
22-24
Mountain Tea.

|

Hoilister's Rocky
P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; O. D. Stevens.

[ won't obey," was tbo response.
"You go and buy that new bat," he
rejoined, thus at one stroke demolishI
all her theories.

ed

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
'Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
reparation for coughs, colds and lung
j rouble. I know that it has cured oon-

You
in the first stages."
lever heard of any one using Foley's
j loney and Tar not being satisfied. F.
L Shurtleff A Co.

,

lumptjon

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Oman·
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sanding a sketch and deeerlpUmi May
quickly ascertain our optnkmfr·· whether as
CoemunlcaInvention is probsbly
tioMstrioUreonfldentiiu. HANDBOOK oePattnU
sent free. Oldest a*sncy for seeura*pat«iU.
Patents taken through Mann A Co. receive
notlet, without charge, la the

patm^ï*

Scientific America*.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Urgwtetr.
eolation of any sclenUDo Journal. Terms, » «
year ; four months, «L Sold by all newsdealer·.

teUBtssteftt
Town OF ΡΑΒΙβ NOTICE.

The appropriation made for Snow Bills for the
year 18OT has been expended. Any one having
a snow bill notify the Seleotman in your section
of the town of tbe amount of your snow bill at
onœ. A town meeting and vote to raise the
money is the only correct way to pay the out-

ng bill·.

Selectmen
0. W. BOWKIB, ))8electi
A. S. TDBLL,
Of
Pari·.
F. A, FABBAB,

out will of said Luther K. Stone.

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of
the world in the currency of the country on
which drawn.
Farm Wanted.
I want a farm of about sixty acres
[>f good soil, good buildings with

modern

improvements,

with

as

large

orchard as possible, and not over
> f-2 miles from a railroad station,
rhe house must have at least seven
rooms.

LEON I. HARLOW,
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mut.

Mouldings s,;L

nent

and Oil

a

The

Village

SOUTH PARIS.

BENJAMIN W.NKVER8 late of Pari»,
the County of Oxford, deceaaed. and
•onda aa the law directs. All persons having
lemamla against the eatate of said deceases
re ileslred to present the same for settlement,
nd all Indebted thereto are requested to make
inyncnt Immodlatelv
BOiW «CLL B. NKVfcES
May Slat, 1W.

and Farm

In Paris and

If OTIC E.
»li<
The aubacrlber hereby gives notice that
la»»
been duly appointed executrix of the

! rill and testament of
i*a

Property \

vicinity.

Inquire

of

W. O. FROTHING HAM,
South Pari·, Maine.

Ktyn

η

ι

for ■«!·

he

aubacrlber hereby (tires noti.* th»J tne
or
duly ap|K>lnte<l administrator

ias been
state of

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St..

WALTER L. PEAT·

Γ» ·:.

notice.

specialty.

L M. TUFTS,

Immediately.

May Slat,

Crayon, Water color,

Sepfa

eaMCourt.

Re*1»ter.

WOTICK.
;e
The subscriber hereby irlves noUi e that
wiu>
taa been duly appointed administrator
he will annexed of the eatate of
ANN J SlIl'RTLKKK, late of Pari».
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and tfi»'<"0
All persons ha»l»K
Mjn.laaathe law directe.
sr*
leman'la against the estate of Mid 4M MM"
an·'
leslred to present the same for settlement,
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make |>*y

High Grade Portrait Work
in

e.i-rlj

ADDISON E. HKBKICR.Ju.lKeof
Κ true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK.

Mats, Mirrors
&

i.u I

LEVI Ρ YORK, I te of Hebron, <le
will ami petition for probate thereof prêt·· tit···!
therrlo
y Α. Κ. P. Κ now lion, the executor
iane<l.

and Pictures,
Norway National Bank

-.

NEWELL OOK, late of l'art». Ί. ι-l,
petition for an allowance out of the pernor1»'
estate presented by Kmlly M. Cook, wl·! «
η
ΖΙΝΛ Κ. STONE, late of Boston, In tl
non wealth of Massachusetts, deceased; |*·ΐι
be
:ι|·.·ι>1ι.ι· ·ι
lion that Kenton L. Swift of ''arts
'.
trustee In place of I.uther K. Stone. :. e·"
of tli«
execuuH
resented by Kmlly M.Stone,

Jones' |

The medicine that seta the whole world

"You promised to love, honor and
abey," said the husband.
"Weil, I don't love, I can't honor, and

iHher suitable person be appoint.· I ■
trntor of the estate of said decea-el | r,
l>y Leonard S. Sessions, one of the heir»

|

Wanted.

Price
50c & S 1 .00
free Tiial.

Surest and liuickeet Cure for all
THROAT trd LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

scription, but it was

I AM NOW IN MY

Tel. 18-4.

LUNGS

Dr, King's
New Disooïsry

of the
prescription used.
Where he found the
remedy perfect he
purchased the prethe

the

with

not rest until he per-

sonally could

CURE

«no

Company.

ffiWECb&Zi

REMOVAL

consultation.

EX means
"king," and the
combination nuke·)

yzed by the chemists and physicians
of the United Ding

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

For sixteen year· I have fitted glaesce to defective eye· and nothing else—that makes mo a
•peclallet. If your eye· trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
seme, come to the man who le a specialist, who
doc· one thing onlv. No charge for eye examin-

FOR SALE.
The Alva ShurtlefF house in S ufh
Paris. Location on Piersant Strett
Lot
is one of the beet in town.
Twelve room
by over 200 feet.
house, steam heat, Norway water
and spring water
All in apple pie
order.
A. E. SHURTLEFF,
South Paris.
iStf

D

Kkxall

J

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
two apartments of seven and eight rooms
with sheds, large attic, &c., and is in

NORWAY. MAINE.

Th« Story if

J interferes with business.

For Sale in South Paris.

IDUXIOr

A Favorite Bowel-Medicine
With Men
come

Oil.

Sulky Plows,

as

BUYS A

Fare Portland to Boston

Steam

show you

can

large

a

12 r-2C.

Cylinder

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows

ABBOTT BLOCK. NORWAY, MAINE.

druggists.

Me.

Gasoline

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

invaluable."

Eye Specialist, Norway,

received

from

Sincerely

a

Eastern Steamship Company.

ation· or

just

price

We shall be pleased to show these
line in every department.

Mr. Alden Collamore.

35c. at

Norway.

$30.00

large

action on the digestive
Bitters remove
organs "L. F." Atwood's
the sensation of fullness and oppression,
the apcleanse the bowels, and restore

petite.

in

We have

specific

their

range from $9 98 to
charge for fitting.

no

year's prices.

To cat well and heartily without sufferis to realize
ing the pangs οi indigestion
pleasures. By
one of life's greatest

"What a bright little
thing!"
slaimed the society woman^jtatroniziugan airing in
for
a
out
baby
ly cooing at
the park. "Whose little one is this?"
"Tours ma'am," replied the nurse. "I'm
the new nurse that kem yistberdy."

preserving.

quit·

South Paris.

Wbicb has been fitted up and enlarged so as to be more attractive and convenient for customers, and which enable»* me to do Better Work, and More
Second hand, six horse power
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and see «ample* of the
engine and eight horse power boiler. Latest Styles in Photos. Along with my regular work, I do Developing and
Call and see them at A. C.
Finishing for amateurs, and do it as it should be. Free Use of Dark Room for
exthose who wish to do their own work.
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

woolen and other materials. The place
"Sometimes I wonder what our taste
should be afterward well washed with η
"Socialism has some good pointa."
reading matter is going to be eventuallukewarm water and ironed on the
"For inatanoe?"
y."
all money were equally di- wrong side till dry.
if
"Well,
"Well, you know what sort of cheese
Urtc-O la aokl and
foll-alaed 73c. boule freeIf coal is kept in a dry and airy place t is that cultivated
vided, nobody would have to own an aupeople prefer."
recommended by T. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., South
if
than
better
placed
it will burn much
tomobile."
Paria and West Paris, Maine.
Coal j
in a close, badly ventilated cellar.
can be made than
mistake
No greater
If you will make inquiry it will be a that is excluded from the air soon get·
the evidence of dis-1
Λ©TICK.
revelation to yon how many succumb to rid of its gas, and the absence of this < ο consider lightly
Don't take dee·
· «se in jour system.
This la to notify all persona that from thla day
kidney or liver troubles In one form or renders it more wasteful when burned, terate chances on ordinary medicines.
1 give my son, Preacott B. Pratt, hla time to act
1· not beyond
Serve balls of chicken salad on nastur- |
and manage for himself, and I shall neither another. If the patient
Tea. <
The leaves look like tiny 1 Jse Hoilister's Rooky Mountain
claim any of his wagea nor pay any of hla bllla medical aid, Foley'· Kidney Cure will tium leave·.
I 6 oents, Tee or Tableta. F. ▲. Shurtleff
make·
whol·
the
▲.
and
F.
It never
cure.
disappoint·.
green saucer·,
< ï Co. 0. D. Stereos.
™··
an «ftoot!?· deooratlon.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
A. PKATT*

il. 0. Frothingham,

350,500.
35c., 50c.
25c., 50c.

$1.00, $1.35, and $1.50 and invite comparison
these goods.

Round Pond, Me., 1906.
"For severcl years I have used
L. F.' Atwood's Bitters and I recommend them to anyone as the best
of
medicine I ever used. For loss

acts directly on the inflamed
sensitive membranes. Cleansing, soothing and healing. One trial will convince
you of its healing power. Price 50 cents.
All druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 50
Warren St., New York.
life

OXFORDS,

^gent for Arrowsmith Arch Supports.

constantly receiving

We have

Hearty
Appetite

remedy

George—"Well,

.ADIES' RUSSET
$3 5°' 3·°°» 2 co·

$ΐ·50, $2.oo

prices

make

ranging

The Capt H. N. Bolster homesituated in South Paris village,
stead
tried
have
Sufferers who say they
everything without benefit are the peo- thoroughly finished, hot water heat
ple we are looking for. We want them and all modern equipments attached,
to know from glad experience that Ely's a two
story house, ell and stable,
Cream Balm will cure cold in the Head,
located. Apply to
centrally
Hay Fever, and the most advanced and
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
obstinate forms of Nasal Catarrh. This

after all."

OX-

2.00.

.ADIES' VICI KID OXFORDS,
$3.00, a.50, a.oo, 1.50, 1.25.

$1.00

35c., 50c

(2 Stores,)

are

Our
we

very

indications that the girls are
beginning to get tired of hugging Toddy
bears. They don't hug back.
are

selec-

YOU

THERE

and are offering them
low as the lowest.

The grounds are
excellent condition.
additional houRel
containing
extensive,
read
Poet—Have
my
you
Budding
lots.
"Descent into Hell'*?
W. T. HEWETT.
Worldly Person—No; but I should
JAMES S. WRIGUT, Agent, S. Paris.
much!
like to see it
There

early

an

New Goods in these lines

▲11 freight, except Live Stock, is in"Several years since my lungs were so
sured against Are and marine risk.
badly affected that I had many hemorJ. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
rhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
[nd. "I took treatment with several
Portland, Me.
I
then
physicians without any benefit.
statted to take Foley's Honey and Tar,

—

to-day with your name and address and
the name of your druggist to The Smith Drag
Co Syracuae. N. T., and they will send yoa a

We

other lines.

LUNGS.

make

METAL

FORDS, $3.00, 2.50,

COATS, SUITS and SKIRTS.

Through tickets via this Company's
girl friend upon her engagement. Simply steamers are on sale at all principal
railroad stations.
remark, "So you landed him at last."
Freight rates are alwaye as low as ]
THE
OF
CURED HEMORRHAGES

SALAD.

Season one and one-half cups cold
cooked flaked halibut with salt, cayenne,
and lemon juice. To boiled dressing
4. A timber faucet.
add one-third tablespoon granulated
5. Fart of a fireplace.
gelatine soaked in one and one-half
tablespoons cold water. As soon as
C. A musical instrument.
dressing begins to thicken add one-half
7. Part of a tied ribbon bow.
cup heavy cream beaten until stiff, then
Turn into individual
fold in the fleh
Schoolboy'· Essay.
molds, chill, remove from molds, and
"The Hugouots are people in France arrange on lettuce leaves. Serve with
that are followers of Victor Hugo cucumber sauce.
Their leader Is a man named Jeau
BOILED DRESSING.
Valjean that was a thief but got conMix one teaspoon mustard, one teaverted ami turned out well. The Hugo spoon salt, one and one-half teaspoons
A lady
nots are very good people.
powdered sugar, two teaspoons flour,
named Evangeline wrote a long poem and a few grains cayenne. Add one teaspoon melted butter, the yolk of one
about them, but It don't rhyme."
egg, one-third cup of hot vinegar. Cook
over hot water, stirring constantly until
Journalistic Luminary.
mixture thickene. Cool, and add onelook
little
the
sakl
boy,
"Mamma,"
half cup heavy cream beateu until stiff.
lug out of the car window and noting
CUCUMBER SAUCE.
the sign ou the station, "this Is AuPare two cucumbers, chop, drain off
rora."
most of liquor and season with salt, pep"Yes, dear," answered mamma; "this
per and vinegar.
Borealis
Is
Aurora
the
pubwhere
is
ΜΛΙ.ΑΟΑ SALAD.
lished. You mustn't put your feet on
the seat, Willie."—Chicago Tribune.
Remove skins and seeds from Malaga
grapes. Add an equal quantity of English walnut meats in small pieces and
Key to the Puzzler.
half the quantity of celery tinely cut.
Diamond: 1. F. 2. Elm.
No. 110.
Moisten with French dressing. Arrange
0.
5.
Drear.
4. Flowers.
3. Glove.
on lettuce leavos, garnish with nut meats
I Art. 7. S.
and candied cherries.—Ex.
ί No. 117.—Illustrated Primal Acrostic:
3.
2. Earth.
Webster.
1. Watch.
Hints.
llanjo. 4. Shirt. 3. Table, 0. Easel.
Try washing the hands in mustard
I Ruler.
water to remove unpleasant odors, such
No. 118.—Eulgina: Poetry.
as onions or flsh.
No. 111).— Floral Combinations: 1.
When making mashed potatoes into
Wallflower. 2. Cutchfly.
cakes, rub the hands with flour to preNo. 120.—Curtailment: Faint, fain.
vent potato stickiug to them.
If you have a piazza begin to make
No. 121. Coueealed Birds: Canary,
'•row, ben. owl. wren, parrot, sparrow, much of it. Breakfast is a prosaic meal
in too many bouses, but if it is served
robin, crane, swan, gull.
even simple viands will
No. 122.—Word Squares: I.--1. Dare. "a la rustic"
II.—1. taste different.
2. Avon. 3. Road. 4. Euds.
Sandwiches prepared in advance of the
Crow. 2. Rave. 3. Oval. 4. Weld.
serving can be kept as fresh as when
No. 123.—Aquarium Puzzle: 1. Gold- tirst
spread by wrapping them in a napfish. 2. Pike. 3. Swordflsh. 4. Sole. 5. kin wrung out of bot water, and then
Wenkftsli. 0. Bluefls!i. 7. Drum tt«h. placing tbem in a cool place.
Au odd but palatable dish is made by
λ G loin» fish. ». Perch. 10. Wolf fleb.
11. Pipefish.
frying onione a nice brown, then adding
a can of tomatoes; season with pepper
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., and salt and one teaspoonful of allspice;
writes: "This is to certify that I bave cook all together a few minutes. Serve
used Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for plain or on toast, as desired.
chronic constipation, and it baa proven,
To make strawberry preserves, hull
without a doubt, to be · thorough, the strawberries the night before prefor
and
it
this
trouble,
practical remedy
serving them, and to a bowl of sugar put
is with pleasure I offer my conscientious the same amount of strawberries. Let
reference." F. A Shurtleff A Co.
tbem stand over night. This will form
all the liquid necessary for
"Is she able to get money from her Boil this mass just twenty minutes after
husband without asking for it?"
it begins to boil. Then seal in dry glass
"Yes, but the had to divorce him in jars.
order to accomplish it."'
When the spring days come, try getting up very early in the morning and
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
doing the hot, tiring work before breakHealthy kidneys filter the impurities fast. Take a cup of cocoa or a glass of
from the blood, and unlets they do this hot milk to start on.
You can then
good health la impossible. Foley1· Kid- have a good free day to divide among
will
and
sound
makes
kidneys
ney Cure
other occupations, a long nap, of course,
positively cure all forms of kidney and being a delightful, well-earned rest that
It strengthens the must come when you feel you most
bladder disease
whole system. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
need it. Planning one's work is twothirds of the story of toil told.
She—They've been married for nearly
Two potatoes grated together in a
two months and she's not a bit jealous basin of warm water are far better than
of her husband.
soap for washing delicate silk, flannel or
flat is so woolen
He—No wonder. Their
goods.
small that there isn't even room for susIf, when baking, the oven should get
picion.
too hot, place a basin of cold water in it.
This will cool the oven, and the steam
she
after
a
woman's
can't
tell
Yon
age
which rises from the water will prevent
take· Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea.
the contents from burning.
Qer complexion i· fine. She ia round,
To remove coffee stains, rub thoroughplump and handsome; in fact she la
ly with pure, clean glycerine; this will
yonng again. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. remove stains caused by coffee from !
F. A. Shurtleff 4 Co. O. D. Stevens.

mall tt

3F

Create

Remove stems
wash and drain.

dressing.

to

Hats,

South Paris,

j

from cherries, then ι is soundly as on any feather bed, the
Make a cut in each »nly inconvenience being that now and
cherry, remove stones, and fill cavities igain I had to grope after the rooster,
thus made with filbert nut meats. Ar- which persisted in thinking it was mornrange in a bed of lettuce leaves, and ng long before I did.
The first question asked a stranger on
garnish with a few cherries from which
the stems have not been removed. Serve lis entering a house will not be "What
s your business?" It is certain to be
with French dressing.
'Have you been to tea?" For our nationSOMERSET SALAD.
il drink is tea, and a drunken man is
Peel medium-sized
tomatoes, chill teldom or never Been. Indeed we have
thoroughly and cut in halves crosswise. >ecome a prohibition coast.—London
For each portion arrange one-half a to- Standard.
mato on a nest of lettuce leaves and
garnish the top of each with a slice of
Society hints.
cucumber shaped with a round fluted
(Cynics' Rules of Conduct.)
of
green
cutter, and a smaller ronnd
When in the street with a lady » geupepper. Serve with French dressing.
:leman should not light a cigarette unless
:he lady does.
SALAD.
CUCUMBER
When you step on a lady's toes make
Remove a thick slice from each end of tome off-band remark about her feet
a cucumber, cut off » thick paring, and
!>eiug too email to be seen. This is older
with a sharp-pointed knife cut six paral- than the
cave-dwellers, but it still works.
at
lel grooves, lengthwise of cucumber
Don't forget to tell her that she's not
in
thin
parallel like other girls. It alwaye works,
equal distances; then cut
slices crosswise, keeping cucumber in its whether
you spring it on the belle of the
lettuce
on
original shape. Arrange
village, the girl with a hare Up or the
leaves and pour over French dressing.
bearded lady at the circus.
If you use the same solitaire for the
ΤΟΗΑΤΟ AND CUCUMBER SALAD.
lecond engagement, don't refer to it as
Peel medium-sized
tomatoes, and killing two birds with one stone.
make lids by almost cutting a slice from
▲t week-end bridge parties no really
the stem end of each. Remove some of Dice
girl will cheat on the Sabbath
with
insidee
and
the seeds
pulp, sprinkle
day.
hour.
one-half
let
and
stand
salt, invert,
Don't marry for money, but never let
Fill tomatoes with cucumber cut in
money stand between a girl and her hapon
lettuce
straw-shaped pieces, arrange
piness.
leaves, and garnish with mayonnaise
It is not' good form to congratulate a

be well for you

.ADIES' GUN

F. H. NOYES CO.

so

>oy.
"I suppose you're going to sell that
"I WANT THIS ΒΛΒ11ΙΤ FOB MY DINNEB.
Irum to a traveling man," he aaid.
great ruce! The dog went so fust that
Battleton
2.09
The girl did not reply.
........2.111-2
Lonl March
he gradually ^allied on the fleeing
2.30
know."
all
And 52 other· In
you
drumming,
"They're
the girl. She hart*.
for
much
too
was
That
by KENTUCKY PRINCE. >47®.
ist dam FEROLINE
DRESSING.
FRBNCH
Sire of
'Til have you In α minute," suld the
My THiKP the sun doth brightly give
rebuke the customers for their
* louldn't
Slater of
2 09 1-2
Mix one-half teaspoon salt, one-fourth
In generous, blessed way.
2.:»
Guy
she didn't fear dog.
but
De*t-r Prince aire of 58 In
witticisms,
3.10
alleged
Etolse
vineDam of
My fourth's advice for all who'd live teaspoon pepper, two
2.161-4
he bell boy.
"No, you won't," answered the rabMlrable
Great Expectation·
Apart from evil's sway.
2 JO
gar, and four tablespoons olive oil, and
A ntl 38 others In
"Get out of here, you little devil!" she bit.
Sire of
stir until well blended.
2.213-4
Mike PUher (p)
aid fiercely.
My whole the rarest power will be.
"Why?" culled the dog.
.2.24 1-4
Fred D. King (p)
Yet men too seldom prize It.
BOLIVIA SALAD.
Then she got a newspaper and covered
ιο.
"Because there is another somebody
HAMBLETONIAN
by
Jd dan LADY DEXTER.
Though ιιυ one e'er success will see
drum.
<
the
trouble-making
Mix one and one-half cuds cold boiled ip
Sire of
that wants me more tban you do," anTill he to will allies It.
Slater of
I
2.17
1-4
Dexter
2.17 1-4
potato cubes, three hard-boiled eggs
Dexter
ι
swered the rabbit.
Newfoundland Hoepitality.
2.18
Nettle
2.383-4
Alma
finely chopped, one and one-half table2.20
Orange Girl
2.29 1-2
And, sure enough, at that very moare no hotele
128.—Addition.
there
No.
Astoria
need
I
say
scarcely
and
2.30
And » other· In
spoons finely chopped red peppers,
no hotel ment α great big hawk swooped down
Add a letter to a dance and have to one-half tablespoon chopped
chives. >n this coast, and consequently
1
selects his house from the skies and dug his tuions into
mince.
Moisten with cream dressing and serve >ills. The traveler
PRODUCE OF JEWEL.
a settlement, walka in
enters
he
vhen
the back of the rabbit. Theu the hawk
leaves.
in
of
Athanlo.
nests
lettuce
The -Uweler (fold) by
1Λ' b f Rhinestone (dead) by Mambrtno King. 1897 b g
ind sits down by the stove. Indeed he spreud his wings again and mounted
1>'*· ch f The Diamond by Rex Amerlcus.
No. 129.—A Climber.
18Λ big Point Dexter 2.21 1-2 («old) by MamDRESSING.
"ait
to
CREAll
Dare
Devil.
the
invitation
Decorate
, icarcely waits for
18.9 bl c The
by
brlno King.
to the skies.
Missed.
1894 ch f The Brown Pearl by Mambrtno King. ISM)
Mix one-half teaspoon each salt, sugar, I n" when the family goea to meaie, the
1901 chf(dead).
"I want this rabbit for my dinner,"
1896 ch κ Lorl March 2.111-2 by Mambrtno
to
much
coast
this
given
and mustard, one-eighth teaspoon pep- >eople of
being
1902 Missed.
King.
the liuwk us he winked ut the
said
Ideal.
Beau
tbe
Girl
f
b
The
Add txospitallty.
1903
by
Jolly
per, and a few grains cayenne.
1896 ch g Dlanion<l King 2.191-4 (sold) by Maui
takes
on
he
dog.
comes
and
brlno King.
When
simply
night
gradually two tablespoons vinegar
And the dog felt Just about as cheap
Hie
>ff his boots and—stays. It may be he
the yolks of two eggs, beaten until light.
Deco rate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions.
have
to ahare a bunk with one of the aa anybody ever did to see his prey
mixture
I
have
that
vill
water
until
Cook
over
hot
individuals
beet
and
best
class
col tu three-vears-old this year are the
at $25.00
thickens; then add one tablespoon but- household, or perhaps he has a bed in get awuy from him in that wuy.—
Decorate will stand for service at the stable of W. J. Wheeler
ever seen.
'the room;" that depends on bia aocial Pittsburg Dispatch.
ter and pour slowly on to the stiffly
Mares not proving with foal can be returned free next year; mares
to warrant.
Parties
and | losition. If room is short he will turn
one egg.
next year.
of
free
beaten
white
returned
Chill,
be
can
foal
their
and
luck
bad
losing
having
19-20
η on a settle, or simply lie down on the
fold in one-half cup whipped cream.
losing their mares will have nothing to pay.
I loor.
I have slept on a settle under
CHERRY SALAD.
vhich the hens lived in winter and rested
2.05 3-4
2.09 3-4

Lord Derby

Hats,..

La m son & Hubbard Straw

he dudish young fellow went away congratulating himself.
The next customer wanted to know if
he girl had caught anybody in her
mare.
By that time she was mad. The
Then came a bellnan left laughing.

clubmen's favorite.

.ADIES' PAT. OXFORDS,
$3-5°» 3·°°» 3·75» 2·5ο» 2.co,
1.50.

SEE THE DIFFERENT STYLES.

WILL

he aaid in a loud voice,
who worka with a drum near by
laturally sticks to his business."
The girl didn't crack a smile. But

traveling

not

LOOK IIV OUR WI1D0W8.

teraon

t

Would it

weather.

warm

—

\LL LEATHERS

one.

:ion and get what you want rathe** than wait and take what is left.

"a

"Well,"

Mix one-half teaspoon salt, one-eighth
teaapoon pepper, a few grains paprika,

Days Looking

Several

IN

—

that you will need

days

have many

—

Oxfords

Ladies'

Our Straw Hats Have Been Out

package

BERKSHIRE DRK8SINO.

surely

But this month will

OF

—

Perhaps It's Been a Little
Cold for Straw Hats,

elf. Next came one of the viaiting
kund rymen. He saw the drum.
"I may need the drnm when the conention's over,'1 he aaid. "Ia it for
ale?"
"No," replied the girl. "Bat why do
ou think yon may need it?"
"Oh, I may have to beat my way
tome," aaid the laundryman. He also
rent away delighted with himaelf.
Next came a dudish young fellow who
He
of cigarettea.
ranted a

five tablespoons olive oil, and two tableStir until
spoons tarragon vinegar.
well blended, then add oae tablespoon
each onion and parsley, finely chopped.

No. 126.—Famous Writers.

Record 2.20.

Heli Hamlin
Wanlweil
Ulobe

No. 125.—Numerical Enigma.
I am composed of forty-eight letters
and form a quotation from Beujamlu
Franklin.
My 43-33-17 Is a numl>er; my 12-2337-29-19 1s an imposter; my 8-27-2-47-7
is a narrow strip of leather; my 31-453-25-10 is a pronoun; my 41-30-39-21-8
la quick to discern; my 4-24-15-20-40 Is
acting without deliberation; my 34-140-18-35 are slight depressions; my 10-932-42-22 is a species of wild goose; my
38-40-1-48-28 is to burn slightly; ray
44-13-11-30-20 is a dignitary mentioned

{>iecea,

Complete Line

BLUE STORES.

IIIRAM O.

UUXroRII, late of Norway.

All j»eraon«
» the County of Oxford, .leceaaed
I «
a vine demanda agmlnat the eatate of »al
for »ett.e
same
eaaod are desired to present the
w
lent, and all Indebted thereto are
take payment lmme»llatelv.
ADELAIDE M.
May Slat, 1907.

| lodol

requested

HCXfoKl*

Cure
Dyspepsia
Mt
«hit

Big—U

ym

